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This, is .a repott 6n a study, of two 'junior high .

schools ina small Midwestern city lled 'Avonw. This industrial
.cossnnity serves an agricultural region. This .study was undertaken as
a complement to' a 'study' of two other junOr high schools in a much
.less Ordinary community and school system ("Canton") which had been
previously studied: This report cone itrates upon a comprehensive 4
analytic descri tion of the character of the classrooms and schools :
studied in Avon nd upoli those theoret cal 'issges or empirical

.

hypotheses 'whet the-findings'fros Avon e tend or qualify' those from:a
Canton. Avon operates three junior high chools' drawing from the city
'and. two drawing mainly from surroundin unincorporated areas', Two '

c &ty schools 'were chosen for this study, Dale and illmore. They have '

the highest proportion'of.recent Appalachian migrants in their
Student bodies and were rOsen for this reason. The approach in
,studying the -schools was ethnographic. The main fodus 'was to observe
the ways in which ,maintenaiee of coptro 4. interacts with. the school's
other funot ions both in the classroom aid it the school at large. In
studying these differences in children's behairioe within and between
schoolS, differences. between,teabhers and differences_in the 'way a 4
Lingle 'teacher treated "different students, differences is the
1Policies' and the practices of the pridcipals, and differences in the"
character of .the schools. as whole organizations were studied.' It was .

observed theft the character of a school depends in large part on the
nature of its envilronment;, as, that term is technically used in the
study of organizations. Perhaps the most important single influence
on a school was the students. BecausetheAeachers perform the
central work of the organization and bicasie they ;form the fist .

majority of persons given a, formal right teidefine the i'situation, t- ..
1
)

they were found to be the sext most Jim/taut group in detehrinirg
the character' of the school? This detailed aelacription' of Dale an 1

1

Fillioreprovided a subjective, sense of the copplex w is in which
'Students' behavior, teachers' skills and chirakters, nd the

/ A '
e

principal's pdlicies blend
'turn shapes stiAgens*, teac
(Author/AO)

o a total school.atmosp ere which in
and administ tee'behavior.
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The following pages are primarily a report on a study of
'two.junior high schools, in the small city of "Avon ", aninaue .

trial communitykserving an agricultural region on the southern
edge of middle America. The study of Avon was undertaken as
Complement po' a study of two other junior high schools ih a much .

less ordinary .community and school system. However, migrant
from NIE covered only reviSion of the study of "Canton" which is
thoroUghly described in a manuscript for a book.. This report will
therefore concentrate upon an analytic description of the,character
of the classroonisand schools studied in'Avon and upon those

. .theoretLcal:issues or empirital hypotheses where the findings
from Avon extend or-qualify those from Canton.

.

,

, A-sociolOgical description of ,the character of Avon's .

.

schools is important in' itself, aside froth its direct contribu
tion to theory. Schools have been fittlestiudied by sociologists,
and our knowledii:of the character Of their.detailed daily.lifq
A.s limited indeed. I believe this to be sir in part' becanse their'
characteras organizations makes them strongly susceptible to the .

influence of idiosyncratic conditions in,theii environment. These
conditions affect the overall ch'aratter and the daily life of
schools not only singly but through complex interaction. It is
therefore difficult to move-from-the events of scho01,1ife in a
variety-ofsettinge to the empirical gener iizations and theoretl.

1Lical,propoeitions which are social Scienti N rs'4concen. .

. In such a situation-we need to exercise .40.ence and o use
Idle resources to conduct a great many detaile ield,studies. of
man -d' f rent kinds of schools. Through a co.osite of these

mawe e.ahle" to identify the analytically important dimensions
on which schools vary a the elements of similarity 'which run
through all schools, or all schools of Various large categories.-
Miming this belief,-I devote the bulk of this relatilt to an

. account of'the character of the Avon' schools. '

THE AVON pOMUNITY

The communities in Ohich'schools are located affect _their
internal operation'in many ways.,' Theydetermine the-character:of
the students, the expectations and behavior of parents, the kind.
of teacher and administrator attracted to live an work in the:. ,

area, and the politicgl pressures to which elected school board's
must be responsive. '

3
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Avolis a small ci y of just un er 50,000 supported pri-
°Merit), by heavy industry.. However, t is located in an agricul-,

s f tural region andproyides a servic= center for surroLinding -.

towns and'unincorporated,areas. does have a ptivate college
of modest national reputation, bu the college is small and its

k impact on civic affairs 14 sligh

A trip of forty'miles_is r quired to reach a-town of equal
size. Such a-trip 'across the tate line brings one to.a metro-
polls of -nationally known nal.- which' supports an airport served
by several major airlines and one or two_large department stores
which provide Avonites their/ ..in reason for trayet there. A
trip of seventy miles brings one, to a much larger metropolis '
supporting museums, perform g.arts groups, television stations
for every network, and a nit ionally known newspaper.

Avon's state is indis tably pdrt of "America's heartlelpd",
both gApgraphically And soially. At the same., time; Avon and the'
areas to the south of it .isPlay a distinct southern influence
noticeable in" the t ang of natives' speech, especially the less

7
educated groups', in the standard "come back, now".offered by store
clerks, and Am:the aciaI attitudes of_many of its citizens.'

.

. .
r

Avon is politically conservative. Goldwater took the county
in 1964 and Democrats rarely capture offices higher than those at
the city level. Welfare programs are. held at a bare minimum and
.even these are treated 4.441-1 suspicion.'_ The single local newspaper
started to capitalize-Unitfd'Nations only in the, late scties.
It still refuses to print notice of either the existence' or the
hours of free Aptetrical and pediatric clinics available twice, a
week_ to pesons whq can prove inaifility to ,pay... , .

- .

The city is 6% black. The black population is a relatively
established and educated one led by descendants of persons who -

were brought there tcgOafetyloy. Quakers before the Civil War.
There are no, signifi t ambers of other racial minorities.

'
, - The vast majority of the city Consists of white perSons Of

working class status. There are no strong ethnic enclaves exdept
those of recent migrants from Appalachia who initisllysettlip
a few-discernible areas. of the'city. But many move on to larger'

,
cities or else fan out,into Avon r-ophindered by a distinctive A

---; 1Itin color4 acceftt,.or set of last names. --

,
,

-

The civic leaders of Avon are drawn from the lodal profession- 4.

I. als and leading merchants and from a mobile pool of executives of
nationally owned industry. ,On the whole, the college carries on
an existence separate from the town. Both gown and.town
find cordial relations easier at some social distance. The town's
people feel byl,turnstpride in the- college's wide reputation and
suspicton_of its liberal ideas and-practices.

'
-In 'contrast, Canton is a comminity of well over.100,000

(
embedded _in a far 'larger urban area: 'Other cities are contiguous.
with it on two Sides., The urban, area is a major-one considered to-

, ..,
I ,
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'be so isticiftedl.and.the city itself includes a nationally
reco aged university. The political compldction of the city'
is 11 eral. . The population at the time of the' study was 26%

the ,school populationiwas\41% black.. Though the
-.black' population contained a core of establiShed and well educated'
Persons and an active and informed leadership, it also included
-a sizab/e component of Working and lowert class persons. The
white working class Wap unusually imall4 The percentage of the
population with a college-education and professional andianagerial
occupations was far above average. School affairs were 'dominated
by the leadership of the blacks. community and the leadership of*

- the profeed4pnal white community with thec3.eadershipo8 the middle
class white local business community registering strong*diAsenting
opinions -

A -

In 1964 the deminint.groups controlling the school board
mAWated the integration of all .the junior high schools so that,
they reflected the population- of' the city: The dissidents were
unslicce.Ssful in a bitterly fought repll of'the.schbol board. In.

1969 the elementary schools were similarly desegregtted.

AVON'S SCHOOLS AND THE METHODS OF- 44JDY
e

Avon operates three junior.highJschools 4rawing'from the city
and two drawing mainly frdth surrounding unincorporated aggas. Tiro

city,schools'were chosen for this steady, Dale and Fillmore,. They
have the highest proportion of receint- Appalachian migrants in
their studnt bodies and were chosein.for this rdasoht It was
possible to separate the effects of poverty and ethhiciy in
students' interactionwitt the schools. Despite the common
presence of students from Appalachia; the schools had dissimilar
total student bodies which contributed sighificantly to different
schdol atmospheres.

'Dale, which enrolled..832 students in the fall of 1974, draws
all the students of Pleasant.Glade, the elite section'of the city.,
Indeed it takes allthe children of the.South Side which is . .

considelvd the affluent amd fashionable section. It also enrolls .

a small black clientele --less than 10% of the student body--from
. the East Side, the poorest bleak sections a sizable contingent
of Appalachian migrantsl'and tote working class whiter.

A
t

Fillmoi-e, approximately half as large, with 396 students in
the 'fall of 1974, draws its students from the.immediately,surround -
ing West Side, an historically modest neighborhood which is
deteriorating.' Its students are about 23% black. The blacks in
this' area are generallimor'e swcessful than those on the East
Side.' They have occupied this area for mere than a generatiOn,
living side by side with whittes of lower educational,and ocdppa-

nal accomplishment.

/Marburyt the third city junior high'schools draws fl-om the
North Side Which inc190es the college. 'It s contains most of
the children whose parents are associated the college. It

also draw's the.upper middle class black ch dien whose families .

5
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a fanned out into this area. It is populated primarily.with ' ....*

stable lower middle .class and working class white families.
,,

*
. \ ,

.
, .

Dale draws from the elementary seKools with the socially
'worst..and-best reputations in the city, along with'severil others.
Fillmore-has undoubtedly to Worst reputation' the-

h4ch echools, ..
.

*
. . .

1

J

My0Oproach istudyiiik.these schools was ethnographic. I

was 'interested in .the way that the maintenance of control inter-
.acts. with the sctiool'a_other functions both in the' classroom and
in the school at large. In studying4these'questiond I wanted'to
observe differences in children's behavior within and.between
schools, differenced'between teache'rs and differences in the way'
a s;pgle-teacherftreated different studepOs, differences in.
polfcied and piadtices of'the principals, and differencesin the .
character of the schools as whole organizations. Becaue I was
most interested in'the effect of social class and achievement
level among students, t did not try to study the very real effects
of age at the junior' high level. I therefore concentrated dly

-observations on'the eighth grade and chose teachers to observe i

aria to.interview who worked predominahtly with eighth graders.
A-

At each school, after receiving permission from the principal
(following an introduction.from the Director of.SeCondary
Education), I began the study by following-two eighth grade
students through a 'class day. At each school one was a boy, one

.a girl, an .in high achieving' classes,. the other in low. -

achieving ones. 'At Fillmore I was introduced to, the faculty and
.explain my project,at a faculty meeting; at Dale I was intro.

uced by a note in the faculty bulletin. At both schools I
introduced Myself to the teachers of the children ;-followed-and.
requested permission to observe tOem.41ir a period. .1 then asked
four teache.rs of academic subjects in the eighth grade tooberve
them for all or most oftheir day. (With one teacher who was very
uneasy I .was able to observe only two 'classes. 'WW1 all the
others I observed at leadt four, covering the ttremes Of achieve-.
ment to Which they were assigned.) .At both sch ols the sample-

of teachers included two men and two women. ,kt,Fillmore, where.
tWe were only five classes in each subject for the eighth grade
the teachers taught math, science, 'English,, and social, stucap

.

Ai Tale, where were ten groups, they taught science
English. .

. , . .

.. After observing each of these teachers I interviewe&them
for, approximately forty minute" I also interviewed_cOunselors,
'assistant principal, arid principals at both. schools. With two

.

exceptions ntervittp were tape recorded.. I attended a faculty .

meeting -at each-aarroll. ate lunch with.the:facultyl and occasion
ally spent tilde in the lounge while a student I was following,had.
study hall or a teacher had preparattoh perioth- I spent a good
deal of time in.t0e corridors asI followed both students and
teaChere*and came: and went from ifterView appoi,ntments. T colleci,ed
anereati faculty and student handbooks and. schoolbulletins for

.,

the entire year.: The study was conducted in the spring of 1975. h,

4
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The design of the st dy of Avon l'ollowedthe.general pattern
,of that in Canton except bat each school 'was studied' more briefly'
and T did' not, interview students as.' did =in Canton where I spent.
a .full year in the, two,schools-toiether.

My purpopeqn.stpdying the Avon schoola was to understand the
operation of'Schools.in general.' I: have attempted to see and
to. describe the particular actions, and attitudes- of individuals
and,collettivities as exaMple6,.of possible categories and' as re
lactions to common constellations of interactions and events.::
Because this was my purpose I have not attempted an exhaustive..
or a practically evaluative'study of the two schools. Had I been,
studying them for the practical benefit or uSe...gpf nespbmible
arsons in the school, system I-would have used different methods
tiffd written about-them with different questions and perspective.
have therefore changed the name of the community, the .schools,

' And all individuals. Whee neoessary to protect individuals'
privacy I have changed identifying

, . ,

THE THEORETICAL CONTEXT

My analysis of the` schools of Canton Ieeme to believe. that
schools are subjeted to contradictory pressires inherent in their
character as organizations. The single goal of "education' is
del ne&in many ways which.coMpete in both precept.and practice.
Persons ,of equal dedidation and good :faith may find themselves in
almost t9tal-opPosition concerning the priority of activities And
outcomeeappropriaie for any given grade or course. And even
where th'ere is agreement over the 'ends to be. sought, there is
Tittle clarity over the means for reaching them. The technology
-of education is rUdimentary and mostly based on ttition.
Attempts at innovative methbds of variouskinds ar made, but
.none has been demonstrated reliably effective. Nor-is there agree

nt over valid methods of testing the effects of, any strategy
us de'

The study f organizations more generally indicates that
organizations w h competing goals and nonroutine technologies
of uncertain of ctivsness prosper best when they are structured

. in a decentralized way. The persons who work most closely with
- the material the organization exists to transform, who do its
actualiworW and bring about the realization of its gpals,.have

'-the most expertise in recognizing and dealing with the needs, of
the prociess., These organization) -generally give these persons
autonomy to use their best judgment, to adjust their methods to ,

each separate situation. Full professionals in organizations
generally perform work of this kind and are given autonomy, but
workers in various craftindustries have analogous freedom and
responsibility. Schools.apko?cimate.tiiis,moael in the independence.

. and privacy of the separate class-Under a single teacher's care
for a whole school year.- Theclass'operates in some privacy,'
'and the teacher.has some claim to shelter his activities from the
inquiring eyes of anyOne but his, students.

---?* 1
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'' '14wer; this autonomyfor the :teacher and the independenAe ' ,

.

,

of his classes is'limited in degrees varying from slight. to severe..
Schools alb operate under a set Of pressures Which demand a
Oeciselk.opiNsea.stucture: They, are organizations chronically
subjected to attack, and their character is such as to make thkm
valneeable,tb that att .. First% the majority Of :persons on-the
physical premises arp 40 reel7 contracting members of/ the
organization. Rather t are involAritary recruits requited )?y
law to, come to a given schbolior a given period of ti m# whether '

o not they wish. to be present or perceive any benefit to tfiem
se from being present. ;The ordinary school has no more
clioi than the st4dents. It myst work with all. the Children of
.its area.. furtherttudents aloe in a period of life when they
are full of piuSicaloand social energy, which theY,are,required
to restrain, 'and they are only halfsocialized.tp the ways of
;the society. 'Ev(m1')with the ambitious children of the upper.sti*ata
of society, control in, a school is prbblematic. With the children _

pf.lower'strata who may see no benefit to themselves from the' .

school's- ministrationseit can totally preoccupy the staff. I

N . ,

Not only must the 4ehool deal with attacks from students,
butrunder the system of -lay control and 16cal'school districts
it must, be constantly responsive to .the wishes' of parents and
iwfluential mempers'of the community, even though their-demands
may be indirect opposition to'one another.

(, % V . 4
r.

The study of organizations generally indicatbs that those
subjected to frequent.attack tend to operate most easily.with
rigid cvitnalized control And strictly enforced hietarChy.-
This struCturel.s.of course directly opposed to that required
by organizations. with nonroutine teOnologies. The 'structure
of most schools reflects_the pressures for' centralization in a
hierarchical structure At the district level extending down to.,
the school principals who. are held accountable for the.bthavidr
of their, teachers -- despite the closed-classroom door. --/

. i
, "

The formal structure of the school :11'14h its independent.
-classrooms and formal bureaucractic hiegitthy of positions thus

,_

reflects the ambivalence of the schoor'in the fact of contra'
dictory pressures. 'Either.the_independeetrbf the classroom or .

the hieraiThy of the district structure may be ignored in practice
while maintained in outward-form. 4n)cl in fact it seems that .

school 'districts vary considerablyIn.the stress t4y put upon
the importance of one or the other.

4

Whe re students, community, or school staff are awareor!the
varying, needs of students` and the difficulty of meeting them all
wtth.a.single approach, the autonomt of each classroom is likely
to be stressed. Further, where teachers are skilled, dedicated,
and reflective they are likely to demand.such autonomy as a
condition of their work.and to.use it responsibly. Where they
lack these qualities, they are les6 likely to demand such freedom,
or winning it, to use it primarily.for the benefit of the students.
On the other hand, where students are partiCularly skeptical or
hostile, toward the school's efforts and order becomes a pressing
problem; .the school is more likely to expect teachers to standardize
their activities. The same pressures are likel, to exist where *.



,p4rents or community are quick .to take alarmfat practices which
violate their predilections. Thus the balance of hierarchrand
classtoom, autonomy ihs any school ia to be 'determined by.
'the character of the school's environment--by the characteristics
of students, teachers, parents and the wider community. .But
there is no guarante6 that these'elements of the environment will
all prgss toward one pattern.

7

-In Canton they dill n6i.*-Highly trained and sophisticated
teachers Wanted and expected:classroom autonomy. Academically
demanding black anti white parents-tended 'to support them in thit
expectatioti, But they closely scrutinized school activities
and quickly criticized ones they found inappropriate.

i

AlienaAdd
lower class black students presented serious problems af ordeNER
in both classroom and corridor, and sophisticated And rebellious .

children Of, professionals pressed for,intellectually imaginative5 '"

classes, while .they defied 'school procedure in-the school at
large. The contradictions of the schgol's orwizational character)"
were thus visible t'o an observer and painful to the. participants.

ORGANIZAT/CrNAL PRESSURES IN THE AVON SCHOOLS
. 6

In Avon, on:the other hand; organize ional contr iciions
were ' much less intensely 'felt. sNo segm of the.co ity.was
intensely involved in the character of t e schools. -'In 1975 the. "

black community, through, the.usual black organizations, was only
moderately active in putting pressure upon-them, and thip pressure
usually centered on°such issues as controversial dfsciplineof a',

r student. There was only a 4eginning to organized cpncern over
such matters as tire placement of.becondary students in vocational
or college preparatory curricula. Working class whites were
generally inactive, though supportive of the district's long time
.Rolicy of operating strictly in the black. Support for sports
was high and a single thigh school of 3000 students enabled the'
city teams to rank high in the state each season. Many cAlildren .

aS, college professor's were sent to boarding school at the secondary
level, an4 the other ulver,middle class members of the community
did not, press 'the schools on matter's of daily policy.

.
_ 4

On the other hand, the majority of the community could easily
be aroused to shocked diaapprovaf by visible disorder in the
schools. , In 1971 black high school studentshad.,demOnstrated in
support of a fellow studeq'handled roughly and called a derogatory,
name by a teacher. The'cOmunity grew Tearful and the school was
closed for some days. Art interracial conflict among students at
Fillmore, one of the schools studied to 1975, during the sprihg of
1974 had made newspaper headlines and incited rumors in the town
of riot at the school-during the following year upon the mere
sound of a fire siren in that part of the city. i

,*' The city contained enough children both black ltd white
among the who lived in the deprivations of poverty who'considered
the schobl to be an agency neither friendly nor useful,tothem so

I

9
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that Order'Was',constantly problematic.
. t '`. "f

.

The,cbmkunity,Ahd the students this had a: ckaracter which
. \ .encouraged the:rschools to operatesin a fashion whj.Ch.stressed ,-

the prevention ,Of disOrder. -.346 eonservttive palitical philosophy
of the area attributed, academic as well as economic failure to

jaults in "`the performei%rather than his social contekt. There'
was thus, no community pressure to design curricula iptended'to
excite the interests pr efforts of the apathetic or antagonistic ,

children of the lower classes.
4.

.

Teachers, and adminiStrators in the two junior kagh schools
,

I'studied had almost Nall' been raised fri kvon or its immediate .

rural-environs. Theyhad been educated-at teachers' colleges
in the'state. ,Older teachers and.idminiseratore:had experience
in surrounding rural districts or purely 'in Avon, wit li a few
exceptions._ Themajority Qf the school staffthus hai an.4- ,

btinking aqd training whiChwas continuous' with thelusSumptions'
of ,the community. The,teaChers with some experience outside the'
immediate area were also those most likely to differ from the
norm in theirperspeCtives or practices.

1 . a

Among the shared*assumptiRias iri the system. *as an expeota-
tion that the schools would be run in a predominantly hierarchi,cal
fa hion. The'central administration and the principals were
e ected tic make all important policydedibions, teacherstmight--
and frequently slid--dpjext to the content of given actions or
decisions., but they never asked for a larger part in, the process. -

.
of dedision-making. _DecisiOns on curriculumgincluded the delib- ...

,eratiAnvof.citywide committees of teachers Ahich would gather:
Opinions frqm all classroom teachers. But these decisio s were
made within a narrow pcope. They concernedishich textbook would
be adopted a,five year term, not whether there should be a
textbook or whther Zeachers might have a budget for supplementary
materi s.

j, .

eachers'took it for granted that
(

they would teach their
class s arouna the texts chosen for the district with little added'
or su tractedifrom a straight pursuit of the material they con-
tained rom beginning to end. They, discussed and, criticized the.
merits o ese materials from time to time--especial y.in two
subjects where the students were' having difficulty w4 h them--but
_they did not questipn_the'seneral desih of following A text as
the.fundamental p4dagogical4R0440.tW t

Thy did not reflect deeply upon their goela but rather
gcepted-as Self-el/II:A the importance of getting students to
learn,the'mater4a1 in' the standard curriculum awl the necessity

1,of maintaining classroom order or "dfsciplineu aTa-meansktokhat,
end. Though teachers did Wry in the, way that they presented-the
curricular' material and particularly-in the style of their pedagog-
ical and disciplinary relationship with the children, these
differences were more,Zhe result oI persohality than of strategy
or ideology. 'They were therefore-not the subject of'disdussion
or .,a bats of conflict: among faculty or between the faculty and'

*N.
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-the administration.
1.

11

A

,

, 'There was a small grouiadof facultyN.at Dale with a'self-
', donsciously.different set of goals and means. They did mant and-,

need autonomy to follow their purposes. And they:felt insome -
conflict with the new principal as a result., HoweVers'none of

,thisTsmall_group-taught eighth grade and; so none,were in my inter-'
view'sample. I therefore Can say little more about them; They,
constituted; in.a cases( five or fewer teacher's Prom*a faculty' of`

fo'ty. . #

: '

.

The administrations at both schools studied ;hared the -

'assumptions of the teachers (a apparently did the central admin7
istration-=though this level of the district was not directly, /
studie*: .In their work with teachers they were pripiarDly coi-
cerned mithmaintaining minimal competence in a traditional

,
* transfer of knoWledgeand in maintaining orderly; civil, and
quiet classroom relationthips. .

Finally, both schools contained si
children who found the School an 'alien
performed-poorly. .Both schools, though Fillmore to armuch highet
)1)clegrei.;'were constantly faced with the possibi ity of* their. students'

thhs a pressing problem and conwrn.
forceful at either adults or eers. Order was

le
s . Thus, there was a"concatenation of pressures fro a community',

-, teachers, administrators, and students% Tein Avon which d them to
give the maintenance of order high priority. *At the same time;,
there were few pressuresfor autonomy for teachers ,or for a'
variedor flexible curriculum, which would,try to fit teaching

-
'and-learning tp-diverse individuals or groups. The AVqn,schools
then had much, reason to 'be run in a centralized, hierarchical,
and.stanaardized fashion.

=,.. .

Vilher.e was, however, one- significant fressure,running 'counter
to these and ithis was the pressure of ,IdWer class parentsmostly ',

but not entirely blackand of black community organizations against
the use of strong-disciplinary sanctions on rebellious studentt.
'Behind this was a knowledge of changing standards of discipline
in the country at large dhd of "gourt decisions granting students'
rights and "freedoms "h the'facelbfregimentation'Or coercive_
sanctions. This pre
obtaining strident co
tentation, and,..pUni
'explorqd at length
'wholes: ,

,

- 411

nificant numbers of
ntext/in which they

Intthe follow
relationships whic

..in their classroom
'M by students?
classroom interact
of these variation
about the relation

sure pushed the schools to fiind methods of
peration other than strict control, regi-
ment for deviance. Its effect will be .

ndiscussing the character of the schools as

g pages I will consiaer
1110

first the kinds of
developed between Avon's:teachers and Students

How was the situation defined by teachers
at variations existed in the character' of
on? What were 'the causes and consequences, .

? In `later pages Iwill ask similar questions
hips of administrators and teachers wath oae

/ /
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another, and, as a Grow -of., adult's, with. the student body: of . a
. whole School.. 'IhibotighAt 'I will eMphasize the ways int which the. adults' :need' tfo -e4r,g,iie.pcititro3, and maintain order'. interacts

. iwith their; other togas aill4 duties.. ' , .
.

, ,. - - ... ,, ":,' .,..,Q s
, .. ..

, .
. J. . I , :

' ,TRACHERS 1, 7*.,11013)try4F-206 THt--getfi0OL ' . a .
....

.

a.

1 '. . $ , ts . ,

I 'Avon's teachei-1 exceptionexception conceiie of -'the : '
teaching process as one of setting up a' routine and giving out ,.

4 information. ...ASked wittat they do the first day .:or the first week
to "get things started and,'set 4,11,49ne all mentioned the mechanics ;,
of getting lists of names and qddres6es, passing put texts, -,
getting up ,seatin charts, .end,-laying -thrt rules for -clabsyoom-
decorum. Most m ioned nothing else. On& or- two went beyond

.. these bass wit some sattempt te,lure the students into the
e.,enterpris- Th s one answer; It . sr

.. 40 ' . 0 . ' * - s* , N . *

They know, who I am before they :come in, I've been i
here long: enough So'that they know about mile. ', At the ,

- beginning I introllice the, subject and' the rules of the -,

-_, listen.. There is notch tang as a stupid person and '.
rood. Anyone may ;el) in olast and 'Vie rest of us 'will, '-

1 ' there /Ilse there re no stupid an,swers. We may." find 4.; .
answers funny but not because' tliey' are stupid*. We ,
laugj With each other. Everyone `has areas where they 4. ,.,
easel and we look for those. . .

t

Another, a -science teacher, tries to generate, irree'rekt:

Well, normally I'd Say it takes three or four
'.days to outline exactly what you're going 4 cici in

, the course. A norfally I try to go through and
take out, 4. or ch,ap ers that are really interesting
and have it set u demonstration before -the
class. ill]. do those before the clasa, and" eXplain,
them somewhat and tha might .take a day or two doing.
-that, explaining it. try to develop an.-interest to
get started in the course., .And then normally after
you do that it takes' a cla or two to: explain. the
procedures for coming i4Z t -room and maybe the
penalties for not ' folloWin those insti'uctions. I.'

4
never have very many rules and regulations because
yOli could spend all youfs, time trying to uphold-those but ;

leave. seven on eight good rules they -Joust. follow and. 0 "
maybe a day or so on .the testing 'procedure, arid makeup ,.':127StS and grades and thinps like that.-

These two teachers, one 'at each school,- were'i)robably those
in thez.intesview sample mostpensitive :to students' needs and.
tlioughte. The following discussion of her approach ,t4o her high
ability English 'classes by a first year teacher is--if exaggerated
more typical of the style of the teachers. overall.: _

.

.

S
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In,my 'other ciasSes, ey 17I ra supposed to, be-,vell,,
Very high .level squdents. ,Well, this is all, set:opl.
'They have.books,.special textbooks, and the'. other-
teacher, Mrs, Bruner{ .and I 4 ws exchangt books. The .

first nixie weeks, I use literature books,,and7she,..
uses the grammar' bboks, and so forth. And so, therd4s
not that muchof a problem as to what material were
going to be using. But, I would'onsider: this tO be

.my most easy part of the day, and like, Mrs. 4runer,
. she's had a,lot of experiences I guess shes'been ,

teaching for 'allout three or four years.
so (61-1e) gives help old tests - and I really -don't
have that much to do. And most ot-:' he kids do under-
Stan&

The same*teacher.also,had two r Z1g remedfali,
Classes for low achievers.rilere-she escri intervention:

".of a, specialist for students in,academididiffiqulty--the
such reference encountered.during the study.' tut this-teacher
fjnds the approach suggesteq,by,:the specialist distastefu/
because it requires her to,taiLor-herteactring to the needs pa"
even to .thef.desire% of the .students.

. She gives'us'materielS.and diffeieksgerationS.
.yin handling these different programS. She told me.I

would hgve to play it by ear, accOrding to ths'diffAr.
*erent needs of the.studentS. I would more or less.
'have-to sense their nebds. how they are'respond---

. ins. I would haVe.to try so thing, And if they o'

don't Fe and to what I'mdoi g, I would -have to set
`up a di esent program. ao'it's mostlyy-been a: 4

changing151.boess all duri the year-. Almost like
more_ -or. like'their'servant',"-or.sOmething,

you "know:' -I have-to 64t. them. They'd Atom to
'direat,..,,Yguess, their wants to me a 94 then 1 would
have to find some typeOf.program, eIntually to, '

suit! their' 4.

. When other teachers were asked what adjustmentsthey had to
make to differeht.claises"they 'sometimes mentioned :the age' of the
-studentb,.sometimes.he idiosyncracies of specific classes.
(Teaoherspin Canton almost always mentioned differetws in ability-,
groups.) Asked about differences with the ability level of the
.class, Avoiteachexs.dealt solely with the capacity,ipfthe students
to coplr with ,the standard curriculum. No teacher speculated

.about the-perspect4ye2of the students, what the.meaning-of the
-curylfulum or of cralsrOom effort might be to them. They saig

-:.studepti as eimpjry succeeding or failing at the -'required task.

4 .
A Veteran Engli-* teacher who gave more detail than most about

klle adjustments necesAny:with these,olasses.still described theM,
with,a discernible edge of appertil,MSible also ioher'clas-
room actions': us.

a 13
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What 'about the ki6d.
,deSign for top level
Would, there be a difference

- the btbur?. ,St,

L

of lesson'14afn that ou
versus a' kottom leve ?
in the way yckil. strup re,

. .
- ,

M Yes. Because with a low' leirel I fwant, themAe
given feedback ,and I want to, give them feedback much
more. ti iekiy,' much more fre qtient34.,- For 'insta'nce with
tlyis ,last period class i yve which had, -Very short

4

' attention span and has an aftrocious self-Oage. With
. Ahem they may have three or four written exer-,

vises because- they have to have something s concrete,.
They cannot discuss. They haven't learned . self-disci-
pline to that pointi And frequently have many as
three- little written exa-r,dises. I'll read' one and, give

. them back to them right away, so that they see the A. it.
atlways`: try to' make 'something high. They get .v,ery

noisy about, "he's* cheating, 'he's doing is." I have
to let this go. I, have to allow d'ertain - b cause with
the first one they can be quiet sand do it th mselps
and l can check it The second one they need some. help.-
If there 's a third tone take itrhoine and grade it.
Because I'M tryihg to ,expand their' interast levels-:' It
may mean the have to. discifss it the next day. To
remind them what Wielre- toing. They're all I think

' almost. 7,4itho4_..exception, crazy to show off. When I
assign parts nr a play they Rave, absolutely no
bition` about Wariting the leading ps.rt which is strange
tg'me but they all want to be in something like that.

A

probably most Sympathetic response to these classes 'came
om the sc ce teacher quoted earlier who ,held that the in-

abi read is their single distinguishing characteristid.
But he found it one which presented an insuperable barrier .with
which .ne.ithe'r his training nor the .surrounding school system gave,,
-him resources 'to cope. At Da] where there was a range of achieVe-
ment the least sympathetic. explicit response .probably .was" that of.
a teacher, who responded to my request to observe her *Class as f

'lowed student.with the reply that I might-.but it was a shate
nce this is "my dumb class." At Fillmore where the majority of

students were low achievers, often teachers expressed- unbridled
hostillity both about, the students to-an outsider and toward the
students in class. 17 4.

Since I had chos-eri the schools for their conceihrations of
students who 'had migrated from Appalachia to Avon, I asked. each
teacher if they.weie aware of these students as a special group Or
category, No teacher at either school said thAt tie she had any
dense of which -belonged to this category or what their

'special characteristics might be. Some were' aware that students
referred to others ais "rednecks"- or "hillbillieS" and thus they

'knew that some children came from such a background, but they had
little idea of which individuals did so pr how that fact had any
effect on their' relationship to the schol and its tasks.

s .1 4
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Among the admini54rato s and coundelo ,cthere was a,uni-
.versal awareness that students identified themselves and other
by thesessIang,labels. 'But, only twopartially three, of the
seven persons iit.these categories intdrview-td were themselves

:`aware of special characteristics of these students or'.7thekight
'their-backgikunds affected their relationstap with the 'school.
(Those who lid think this background important thought-so
emphatically.) c t *

N$ r/
4t

Teachers were more aware of the. blackfstudentS as a special
group whose attitudes'.toWard the school might be distinctive.
However,, even in this ciontext they .thought of these 'differences
_mainly in terms of a lack of thp skill or tht docility which
make able,and,willing scholars and peaceful denizens of school
corridors.`

r

. c

Sometimes, especially at Fillmore, teachers spoke of the,
. problems 'of the "families" in the area as a source of children's

difficu ties at school. They referred especially to illegitimacy ,

lit

and broke pr pr reconstituted families, to neglect of children, or
respons lity for younger siblings. ,They _usually discussed these
problems with tales,of the'situation of individtal children-- .'

,,, almost always,blaok. But counselors 'who dealt -with the families''
" round sliAlar conditions, especially,responsibility for sibUngd,

to be widespread among the poor white families as well. I

$

To tfie'extent that teachers jid.perive that ,many of the
.

,

student's from poor families labored under stressful circumstances
) at home# theyconsidered this simply.a drainiiipon their resources

which made it .difficult for them to .put*.forthAthie- psychic energy
required in school. As one of the'teaehers who worked hardest '-

, at'treating students with civility-apd patience put 'it, they were
-"poor souls". No one askeeif their experience might create
special perdpectived which made them define the mission and
activities of the salmi in ways different fromithestaffi.. No ,

one asked if theirdifficultiep might indicate a need to develop
a special curriculum for hem.±

fIn Canton all of th teachers, assigned as they were to,
classes of different track levels and so of different social compos-
ition, had*anexperience of large difference in students' approach
to their school experience. The faculties then divided, openly
in,ideological warfare or quietly and privately, over whether it
was best as the participants in one argument put it-"to suit their
.testes" or "to teach them the tastes to have suited".

In Avon these debates did not'take place overtly or covertly.
The faculty clitures and-the other experiences of thte,....teathere_------'"
included suchia'sharing of assumptions that even teachers piorbundly
'frustrates with their- inability to each the standard curriculum
to some of their students did not ink.eo search for essentially
different pedagogical strategies. Again, there is some evidence'
that a very spell grbup of teache s at Dale'did search for'such
alternatives and in.fact practice some of them. -But they did so
quietly, without'challenging those colleagues who had no doubts.of

',.-. the-propriety of their own methods or offering an example to those
,

....

,
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who were fr ..trated enough to accept. an altornative. A

...

In uch'a .01tuation the diiterences among teachereand,there
. were noticeable and signifiCant differenpee,=-stemmed from their

'
talents and personalities, not from conscious pedagogical
osophy or method.. There -were differences in intellectual ability
and ixtellectdal engagement with the subject matter and in the

Seriousness cif dedicatio to creating .learning. There were
differences..in imagination in presenting material. or responding
to,clagex:oom4.nteraction There-were.differenced in personal
confidence add in Vle.ability to take a position firmly and- convinc-
inglyT And there ,were important' differences in-sithple human ,
empathy. or 4ecency which affected communication acroSS barriers
of social atinitions andeXperiences. These differences affected
the charactsr.of. activity and interaction in a class hour and the

relationship of teachers-and students. ilut before discussing.
classroom interaction and its variatio it is important to know
more, abotitaN the other Tarty.tO the actin the students.

.4
.

STUDENTS' DEFINITION OF 'THE SCHOOL
a. , .

In Canton; -studente ib top academic tracks sometimes argued
with their teachers oyet what=to study. They argued also over
their, desire to follow a line of thought developed in a discussion
even when' it did 'not lead where. the. teacher wished to go. S,tudents

iin low abili classes were lees-likely to co/Meet these matters, '

but they, dicta hold teachers to scrupulous standards, o,r consistency.

and unarguable evidence ds they dispensed Punishment for classroom
,misdemeanors. Further, black:students in middle and high tracks
argued vocifdrouslY'forthe inClusionof black art, literature,
history,'etc. in'the curriculum and extracurriculum.

If any of Avon's students questionedsthe teachers' consensus
upon the character of a- schoo]. and the.nature.df teaching, they
did not make their views publicly Nlsible. I neither saw ,aor
heard of any.student challenges to the propriety of 'following a
text,closely in recitation- directed by,the teacher. Students dad
not seek tp broadenrthe questions asked-or to follow discussion
afield as they, led into related considerations; -Nor did they (

zen ally que can `the right of teachers to' punish them-for
ina ration or lMonCooperation'in claps.- .

-.4."

... ... .-, .
44

- Howevervif they did'not question.the legitimaCy .9.4. teachers'
-academic and disciplinary direction of class activity,' los, by no
means offered consistent activ* cooperation with it. truther if,

they thought a te4cher to be failing in the proper .discharge. of

his duties as commonll, defined, they might comment upon the fact_

or even refuse ..to obey him.- ., .`
,

.

r.
In Avog as in Canton, studentt in classes at different leve s

of academic ability differed in the kinds, of actions of teacher

they most, resisted and in the ways ,that they resisted them. T e
different populations and different cultures. of the two schoo

:
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alsevtfected the kinds of'challenges sthderitscoffered.

The stude is in the top classes at Flmore were from families
of mode.et sta s, and they were as a group not, as academically
advanced as t 9 top brasses at Dale. Thus these classes at Dale.'
were'in a ca goryby themselves. They gen rally offered 'overt
resistance, only to teachers they judged not ebe teaching com-
petetly. One teacher in the'Pample observe for a day who had

. several such classes was the target of indir ct commentary in
everyone. Field notes record the students' tone:

[Fourth period. The teacher has just given a dem-
.

,onstration for which the students gatheredat the front
.of her room. J- When he finishes, less than five minutes:
probably, they talk as they return to their seats...Some
one says, "Well, that's it for the day. We've had our
lesson." Mr. CadbUry sits at hisdesk andsays nothing
for a while. The'students chat. Then he looks Aup.and
,te4s them to get out thelp books. .

' file assigns four pag&s in their books to read. While
they acre e' a buzz of conversation arises. 'Some
questions about.the day's assembly are directed to the,
teachervho answers .them at length. Triena.

..-.After a while he says, "May have ybur attention?".
He tells them he will be' handing out question sheets
which they should save to use for study sheets: Remember
the test will cote froin these. Some one must have
mumbled that these were easy, because Mr. Cadbury, loo}

tar corner of the room, says, "Yes,
they're easy 4you studi." 4

[The students work on the sheets, then the class goes'
over them to check the students' answers.] -There are
scattered e.oents through this process which put down Mr,
Cadbury in oblique ways. One girl keeps saying, "I know
that!" ±ft-a funny voice, making fun, evidently; 'that one/
easily knows that.

When-t'hey finish the sheets, Mr.' Cadbury says, "Good,
you moved fast 'on that." A student says, "Yup, you taught
us all that in ten minuIes." The implication *that not
much had been learned-in the period. But, the student did: f
not say it d' ettly-to Mr. Cadbury. He ignores. it.

F 4

This clads:vas the moStA rect in ceiticizArig Mr. Cadbuii's
pattern of presenting little.w k and 'stretching it 'over a long'
time. He maintained the same pattern in other classes., They too,
made comments which were audible sto-all but not made in a regular_
voice and not addressed directly to the teacher. The comments did
not require an answer from him. They were expr sive grumbling;
not intended to instituteea,colifrontation or to. ate change in

A; the, situation. Mr. Cadbury's patience wore a 1 e'thinner as
the._day went along, and thgugh.the'classes bee more-indirect
In their criticisms, he made mote disciplinary tbreatS and cutting
comments. However, he rarely carried out the threats and the
students .took on an attitude of teasing designed.to.show their

r. , 17
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4,0ject4.d i or this. as a proper teachingt situation While remaining
hurt, of _direct defiance. Fy examplel,

T , The group of three girls was singing slightly. Mr.
Ak C said, "Ann!" She_protested she was not' singing. Mr. C,

said, "That's all right. I yelled one :name and all three.'
',- stopped."' Then he said, _"'Go ahead. Only it will cost you

thirty."- 4'It wasn't clear if' this was minutes of detention --_-

or points- for the day or what.) They did not se6m impressed.
Later on.attheeend of the period when the-work

really was-clone, they were singing softly again. Mr. .

C said,'"GiPls, it wouldn'gt be' so bad if you could
\

'sing." One of them said*"Ybu're just jealous." Mr.-
C'responded,' "Kelley, you're not in too good a. 2

standing anyway. u'd better be careful or you can
igo down to the -offic and in for Mr. Alexander."
LVice Trincipal.]. A says.7a-6 though having a bright
new ,idea--"Oh thatlwo idbe fun!" She looks, around as
though for assent froathe.other two to get up-and go. /

. Mr. Cadbury's claSses were hot typical 'of those at Dale. . .

'Generally, the pact was fairly' brisk. Mr. Cadbury had _most of.
his teaching experience,In another unrelated subject,,, and he vol-
unteered in his interview thathe:found himself caught short .in
.the substance, needing to review, and also unfamiliar with the'
'best,way of organizing an hour in this very different 'subject.
He glIeged.further 1,hfit he believed in a relaxed teaching style .

.
'which permitted.sZudents to discuss a variety of matters with
the teacher'. , , .-,

,
. . 4

.

ft .0e, ^- a

k 4

! ;: * `.,.Mr. Cadbury wavone of the most explicit. of Avon teachers in
. discussing his teachitgtio#71e-quite possibly because he was, not
..v -

., following the.commonrn of.the schAl and felt the need to
-justify M$ dfferences.- The students! response to his classes
was rather like high track ,ones in4atiton with teachers 'who were
weak'in-Subject matter bmt)easygoing 'The students make'clear
their,objection lib tfis.noti really teaching them and therefore j
Mving insufficient grounds to depend constant quiet and attention,
But havin&made their.;stand'clear; they do not push him beyond

.
-ihis revel of tolerance..lti in turn accepts. a good deal of crit-

, ,
icism by -ianoring it or treating it jocularly, but does draw lines,

beyond which he will'at le#st make the classroom an unpleasant
place for the students to, spend their time. An uneasy truce is

. established, . ,
.

.
.

,,. . A .
C.

. it . II

L

in o eAohigh ability.classes at Dale vAre teachers kept up
a steady p cCof academi activiey, students generally were
attentive and compliant. 'Individuals might occasionally daydream
or,,whis)per, but they responded quidtly to reprimand. The strongest
challenge in these.elasses was over the issues of grades. A student
might,for example, gomplain that "No one told us that. question
would count four points-I' ''

.

, At Dale even the low ability classe were more' attentive .and
co' plant as a'whole than those atf any 0 the schools in Canton

,

I
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or those. at. Fillmore. Teachers stressed tests and work sheets'
which often requited the :whale hour. Students worked on theSe
fairly attentively. They' worked quietly on tests. With work-
sheets they 'generally chatted amiably with one another, sometimes

Or about the work and sometimes about private, concerns. The noise .. i 1

- ldvel was'-generally a quiet hum but ccasio'nally "Would _rise .to
that of- persons talking in ptzblic room before or after' a meeting,
at which point, the' teacher uld,,ge trally intervene and quiet
woulti4eign for, a while. There wa little baiting of teachers,'
tossing of papers, playful wrestli g,e;t0.--ali common activities
in some _low track classes at 'the p her ichools studied, -

-,. - , . ,
,

..-

However:, with t*o teachers o ,dil hot ma.,ke strenuous' 'efforts.

to teach, the-class turned into a general'conversation or" private
( matters. There was some playful Dying among studqnts and gentle

i teasing of the. teacher, ',But. thettlasses were not hp4ild to -'
their teachen arid' chanenged.,the orili,' indirectly in failing' to
damply./ 41th their. halfzbeerted exfrortetionS,tg be quiet ,and work ,

on the task. ,at handy,' ,.1 ts .1 1. ''' '.4 ,.1*
, I.. -

. f, Classes _0,1- int.erniedite abill.ty 'at;`Dafe. sieme.d to. act more
,Or ,less. like' thoSe,of 'high s.etilitys exept .that they were a little
more, restlesS and giverLtb amiable can.versatton. in any slight.

, ..break in the class. toutint. .1
**

Irs7 , 4 4 r, 1
.-.

. At Fillmore 'On31, Engilish , and ithematits.:c*Se'S' Fere .

strittl.y ,c6nstruct:Pd, sta.:be hompgeneaus in academic abiV.ity: Other
. classes treip, iP.0;'e' hate rageikeotie.,, though ,aceeruic 8ns"4 0,,,reile" perceived

by theiryteachens ,td. be "genergry" gerong .cli',Weak with a., feW
ex.cdpti'ons. Pillino,re also had 1. 4.rituch narrower* rignge'. of social; class

.in its students.; Consequently, `tliprp Were not the evident differ-
" ences arRang-the:elasses' that, the-re were:at Da e- ax d. even morq

. ' striksing.ty in.. caxto,h. try,thath' and Engli extrep s were ''dis-
" . tiniuishab le , with *he- top ''Oldsses be in iet 'and attent iv4 while

the. bottdm .ones were, :restless and, much IesS attentive. However, th
*, .hoinbgeneity or 'the . stlittent-,# ady and 'thee character of tie school

. were such that the gra.'t4tt. differen'ces' in cl..assroom behavior' at
.Fillmore stemmed from' differences- in the teaohers" rather than
thdse in the. stuiderrts-. . ...,,; . .

, ' ,
1

I . % .* .. .,
The top classes at ,-Fillmote were', like- intermediate classes 'a,

yDale. They were sometintes %restless, talilative*,,,or inattentive. .

. But they responded *to- cells cor giziet at least tenxporaeily. .Mixed '

masses and eVeny -on some ,days,*- thage at the. bottom were with some
'teackerS'simPly !a little more restless 'in their seats and, tsil?Ftive
with, their neighbors and niiire 'expre'Ssive in th'e4r comments i
give-n a;-chance to discuss. (A- teacher-who aske4 about the police
-arid objected to the students' use df the terin "cops", 'sparked a
'spirited response groin his bottoni,level class. While their
comments' were expressed. in Strongly felt vernactaar ,terms, they
were 'serious* addressed to the question of the role and bghavior,_

. .or the 'palite .) '' . , , -(
..

But with Other - teachers 4both mixed and 'low ability classes
'sometimes expressed themselve in forceful cantempt or anger at the "4
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eacher. Some had nearly constant loud horseplay.. .Sothe examples:Q

5 W%' e. , 6 .11.
* 0

Miss Ivietzger asked a, very tall. b-lack boy. to take off ..,, .
,, his hat. He asked why:- She said to show respect (and ,

sometiling else I could, not hear. ) He said , "Respect :for . - ,

what? 'This is just school" She told 1-iim again to -take
it off and he ,did in an expressively, casual way. AS . -4:

beSt I could see he put it on and took it off several i ir
- times during the period. ' -. . ,. -

...'.- .

; Melanie Ca slim 3 ightskinnell black
.

girlWith a-good ' / . .

. , figure] asks Mrs..'Carr if she car .46ve. 'Mrs. Carr says
no. Melanie says, -"It's hot .oyer .here, "_ [against 'the -wall
on a hOt, humid spring day]. Mrs. Carr: says., "I don'-t, .1

care.!. -.. . Watt tunas to Ilfr worksheet for just a minute,
then says quietly', "Well, .it's going to liaApen." She and
Anne te,,.another black girl' w m rs e is apparently
Blends, get up d" g y._ Annette' 'frontgoes, to the 'front
ea' wiqdow and sits own -.facing the rest of the
cliss. Melanie \takes sonieth ng to the 'wastebasket, then'
slowly walks ever to anoZhervisk near the window*. .

i N
4 [The ,sceir i. another class of Mrs. Carr's. All 'three/' boys named are white with lone,' hair.- . A'li. engaged in ,

similar behaiior throughout-the period except for,...7im; io
alte.rnaeed' between. janinb -antl'reStrainitg., the others. ]

-",
. . .

Jeff has his feet tp on the. desk ,anel reads a book from
the---time he, comes In acid whi.le, the cl.aqp-, is in priegressl

,!e Mrs. Carr tells: him td tali* Ilith. feet ciff :the' desk. Jeff. :

asks whys MrS. Carr says because I teal you to Jeff ,
; says soinothinclike, "That's, no reason." Jim says to

. Jeff, "That's enough," in some disgust., Jeff very slowly
..

....

,) . takes his feet down, carefully reading all the wtiile. ,, I
Douglas says some one has. his pencil. He-goes around... ..

/trying' to find it, accusing people. Finally, someono--- .
. throws it to kim, hut, misses. /he others play catch with

it, -keeping it from him.
lr

4
. --Since the low ability Clgsses at Dale did nbt 'differ signj.fi-

' -dantly in social 'and economic cha:racteriptics from those at Fitlmore,
s we have to ask why. none of them displayed, the kind behavior des-

bribed,Aelik . , The character of _the school ANDAreni,lyiplays a, part.
Furthe.r,,. ;the

,The
anti mixed ability classes at Fillmore did not dis-

play, su*i 661-laid:or with every_ teacher. There were clear differ-
elhcew,in the bthavior both of similarly composed groups aria of sinsle,
individuals as the-y Moved from one , classroom to another. tie
therefore have to ask about the effect of the teacher upon, students'
bethav,ior. .But first we heed' to consider the effects of ethnicitya,.. . ,

Ichose to study',sc.hools in Avon with significant proportions
of Appalachian whites in hopes *-Cf being able. to see the separate
gffects: of minority race and low 'economic Status on childrert's .

interaction with the school. In-4antone for practical .purposhs
all the children of low statue were also black ',,do the:two
factors wel4e confounded. .

Y-ji,
4 %

1
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In*Avon thee' did seem tit:, be differences in the Way poor .

,
blOc k-students.wieh"tow achievement and poor Appalahian whites'with
low achievement' interacted with the school. It was evident to an

,--N: joobserver in the corridors that the black students were loud and. .

visible in that'contekt. They moved through the halls in bolster .,,
Al 'oxtd clusters., In 005es-their 'behavior was lees distinctive:

At iTare' liffre-irtWere'Vere, only one or two in a clasp they were often

, -quiet and withdrawn. At Fillmore where they 14erellikely to'Hgorm
a large Mlinority, they were frequently also boisteXous in tfle

.*4.

.,
classroom.

.
.

., )

However:, this noisy sociable behavior' did not seem to be re
lated to greater involvement than white students in ionable
disruRtive.behavior. All the disciplinary officers asked agreedi4 that blacks and whites appeared before them about in proportion tb
their presence in ,the school. The new assistant principal at

, Dale.whb came frpm a ruralvhite.background admitted that he 'was'
x 'surpr=isedsurprlsed at this 'and rat the overWhelming support ofblack*arents

' _for the disctplinarif action he had taken.' He described the 1
difference'S'In the races thus: .

______ ,

7" . .. , : : ,

,I'donit:belleve yoti can really say that the blacks
. $ a.re,any mope of 4,1);oblem on-a percentage basis. 4---./. If

you learn to. understand that tyre going to be,e6hgre .

gating in the hallway, togetheit 'and that they're a
tittle louder,, is hard to tell the difference ntweeh
the'black a,d white student, as far gs disciplinary actions.

. The "hOme7ichool" counselor at Dale..Workgd as a liason beltweeir
, .

.. the -two settingWand thus had more contact with families and children'
seen AsNialvi4ualt thAn.anyone else. She desbribed the difference.
between the blacicstudents and the white students 6f Appalachian .

background in this :way:.
, . ,

.

_...

ebladke at this particular-times-are far more
aggressive, -far-more verbal., The Appalachian kids are
more withdrawn. 'If they 'don',t do something, they just.
don't say anything about it. It dbesh't get done, but

OP
'they ddn'tau anything atidut it. The blacks are much

...0. .more,,they talk much more aloud, they'll talk back ,t6
teachers, tbey'1,1 say An assignment, was not fair, or
something like this.' So. there's a lot more verbal

'confrOntation' and a.lotopore expression of things from
...

the
'

blacks.. ,
.,

- -,
.

,..,
. ,

.' The same assistant principal at 'Dale described the families ,Of
the'studentsneWly arrived from rural Appalachia as having a with
tleawri and' extreme' attitude'taward the disciplinary infractions of
1trigir children: .

,

, 1f

We'!ll have one family come in and,'"Well, you know,
SuSy don't want to go to school anyhow,' and I don't tare

.,, if she's truant, you kno*. She's gonna quit when she's/
16."- And the other one will come in and they look at,it

21
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"Well, I don't have-much of an edueation,;and I don't have

a good job. By golly,,I'm gonna see that you get an educa-
tion and, you're gonna do this or I'm gonna beat the living
daylights out- of you.". That's the two extremes, 'and we
don't seem to have the inbetween with thoselvmilies.

.

i rcounselor obseved. that -the parents of.tbe.Appalachian
. ,

_
children thought not ,hing of keeping them out of school for their
own minor convenience -for example to watch younger chfldren'While
the parent'shopped for groceries which could as easily be gotten,

after school. Similarly they gave students neither support nor,
pressure for_doing homework. The withdrawn behavior of students
aril their spotty effort was likelyto be perceived as laziness by,
teachers unaware of its full context in the'home and therural
issumptibns of the home.3

The difference in race betweeniblvk children and Appalachian
children was also a difference'in their' visibility to one another,
topeerst and to teachers as part of a' separate, group.. The home-
.school counselor at Dile argued that the blacks' visibillty had
some positive-effects in. giving them a sense of cameraderie and, an
ide'ntity tonterpret their different world view and life style to
themselves and others. For the Appalachian students whose economic
circumstances and life style were in many way.% equally different,
from the main stream whites, there was,no rallying point for mutual
support or common proclamation to the surrounding context. They
bore their differences in individual isolation in their.own eyes

, and agirdif the teachers.
-

'Of course the visibility of the black students hadixoncomitant,
. disadvantages. Students could net escape the identity it conferred
upon individuals whether that identity fit in whole or in pat or
did not fit at all.- And indeed if the black students' fight holding

to -one another and their loud tones had an air of defhnsiveness,
it was one which was justified. ,Teachers at both Dale and Fillmore
tended'to speak of their problems with either poorly achieving or --
especially-- uncooperative children in one breath with the presence
of black children. This was so deSpite the small number of black
children at Dale and, their, somewhat higher average status than the

whites at Fillmore'. Teachers at Dale were aware of.the small number
and--when pressed- -aware that significant numbers'of white students
presented slmilar problems 0 conforming with school expectatiotis.

Teachers at Fillmore, would say--if asked--that the blacks were
economically and educationally bet ff and the whites jealous.
But as soon as they resumed speakilWontaneouSly of the life of
the school they .would equate trouble with black students and black
students with trouble.,

CLASSROOM INTERACTION

Avoti students it both the top and bottom of the- academic and
social -scale may hawe.questioned their teachers' goals and procejures
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as little as they did in part beCapse they hdd learne S. that such
questioning would not be tolerated. Ih this Avon teachers eesponded
differently from Canton teachers as a bodY. In both studies
teachers'were presented with the same group of live- imaginary
'classroom situations (based on real ones ift the.Canton pilot study)
and asked what they-would do next.., One concerned a girl who dill,

not hand in homework with the-class. Whap asked why,: she aid it
was a" gbstupid assignment and she wasn't ing to do it." ..Canton
teachers generally gave one of ,two responses. They brushed the

, .girl off_ with a shrug and a reminder* that the zero would go on her
record not the teacher's. Or they talkedyto the student after class
and were open to the possibility 'that 'she ml be right, or at .

Alil.east that the assignment was not effective for her in particular
d should be modified." In Avon some'teachers gavela similar shrug

accompanied by a zero, but others expressedcontiderable shock and
awr. Some would confer with the student, but alWays to reaffirm
their own reasoning, never'tp inquire. about Ole student's. '

In classroom confrohtations I observed, the Avon teachers,
especially at Dale, responded to students'' attempts to questioh
the propriety Of their acts with firm-assertions of the-teacher's
sole right to'define the situation. So examples from a'high
ability English class at Dale with Mrs-. lattmer:

A girl objects ( after they go over a test) "No one told
us question three counted four points.'" Mrs. Bruner. answers
that it tays.a total of eighteen. They.4hould be ,able to
figure that-out: To ire she look; ever so 'slightly threatened,
but her manner is firand somewijat condesaending ..

As they, read, She asked fqea definition .of a" word.
A student:s reply is not what she wants. She says, "It
\mild be that,r it could be . ."

They.go over speiiing words and definitions. A girl
say she fouhd budget defined as a leather pouch. Mrs.
Bruner says, "Are you sure you looked up the right word?",
The,girl says yes. Mrs. Bruner says, "It is -probably.not
a preferred definition." (She thus disMisses it with her
power of defining the situation.") It is in fact the first 1
meaning given in my 1960 Websters. The first definition
ends with "hence"; the usual is the fourth. Mr ..Brune?
could have profitably discussed the way dictioryeries order
meanings.

. Another example comes from a low ability,"reading"..elass. A
white boy named Ian has commented to no one in particular that he
does not( like the class and has, failed to have paper'on-the,reg
ular day Por .aspelling teat,. Some one, lends him paper at the
teac'her's request. Later; while they are going over he new
list of spelling words: .

Mrs Shamus said. quite suddenly, "Ian, go to the_
. office. I've been dimly aware of talk and movement to

-my left where he sits. But it was not loud or ptinctuated.

23
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He says he wasn't doing anything. . She replies that he
should not ,have been standing up. He says he 4mas just

`stretching: She says he was playing with other' students.;
He starts to object again but she turns colkly away from
him ft he speaks and addresses another student. He goes .-
out., He is back id no more thAn five minutes. He gives

,her a pass, then goes to 4he back of the room where he is
quiet fort, the rest of the'class..

22

t

. Mrs. Shamus was a,first year teacher. She had almost-no
-,

training for the remedial' kind of reading instruction needed in
.

the class just described. Her competence with her high ability
groups in a grammar lesson also appe'ared shaky. Further, she was
unprepared for the behavior of lower class children. Yet her
classes went 41ongwith reasonaly.good attention and .compliance-
with her directions.' It 1. s instructive to ask how she'obtained
"se ends.

...../'

, .

. . , 4 .%

Asked in. the interview abopt'Sendihg children to the office,
she said this was:An effectiWthreat. Students were afraid to see

- either the assistant priKcipalor the principal. The mere threat ..
would produce quiet, and when students were bent they usually came
'back chastiped. Both principals in this school regarded"such

.

offetises as throwing paper wad6 t:o be serious. Apa both declared
inj.heir interviews that they want and'expect teachers to send
students td them for such offenses. The principal rent on when
asked about .6minor" misbehavior that a student might be engagihg
in such behavior in several _classes a d so the administration wants
them sent out,so they will know abou it. A teacher like Mrs.
Shamus is therefore supported in maintaining control over her class

by the practices of the administration. The generally control
'of other teadhers makes it possible for the principals to deal with
` .small infractions. .0 .

v
,

Mrs. Shamus is also supported by he higher ability studehts'
concern for their grades. She said in her interview that'these
students were very anxious about grades; anything lower than a B'

will seem disastrous to theiNa She underscored this anxiety and used
it to support her control.- Though she spoke of her. high ability
classes as her easy ones, they seemed to me to be just barely, reined

-ill much of the time. Consider the following series of exchanges
in

,

one high level class: 0

They come in and sit down.and talk volubly with one -

another. The noise level.is high, but not shouting, just
many conversations in.one room.. The period starts at k2:30.

They talk until 12:35. Then Mrs. Shamus says.something I
can't hear in:the back. There is little response.' She

'.really shouts, "I want it quiet right now! They stop
talking virtually instantly. She goes over. their
spelling lists. . . Then she tells-them she will give'
them a little longer to study for, the test. At least half
Of themchatter with each other again during this time.

Mrs. Shamus then says "Take out a sheetrOf paper and a
pen. Put everything else away." They get ready and take.
the test. very seriously. . % . At the twentieth. word, theit
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:headsand backs riSe-as,if on springs. They have been num-
bering the word' though Mrs. Shamus hanot,4 Ske asics if

'' that l4 the 'twentieth word. They say yes. .They startto
chatwith one another. She says she has several announce-
ments'. . . . Duil.ng these 'at one point chatting is audible

_again. She saysfloudly and a little angrily, "I'm not
finished yet. " 4.

At 1215d they take their grammar bogs cut. They work
with thege the rest of the period. Mrs. Shamus asks them
what adjectiValmords are. No' answer. "You have only to
)look at the cartoon,".ehe says,' somewhat condescendingly.
No luck, no answer. She has a boy reacrthe definition.
She asks 4 couple more questions and gots no answers. She
says, "How ard we going to get an A on the-test Friday if
the (sic) canQremembek things we.learned last week?" She
is scratching her finers verbally. at tnem; her voice has
srim or even prissy tone.' She is also 'reminding themof

her power over them. .

She has them read from the book definitions of various..k'ndo
of adjectival words., Every time the asks a question /

the class at large'there is silence.% They get to
definite pronouns .used adjectivally. boy- she

'tin gets mixed up. She calls on fdur girls in succession,
They give .1-.1.e right answers-but after hesitation. One
tirl who answered crisply enough says "phew!" with an
xprtssive gesture to a friend after the teacher's .attention

f

Mbv.eq away from her.
,Mrs. ShOlus asks,i "Is that enough ? Do you understand?
is the,.timelto ask, not when the .test comes. .If you

demt understand ask me now and I'll give irou,dmore examples
and try to help you, out." Silence. She asks a particular
boy if he understands. He says yes. She goes on to the
ifext topic. . . .

1have the feeling that she does not explain very well,
that the can not explain very deafly. If the formal
language does not get throught, she seems unable to get outside

it and explain in terms other than a ormal definition. She .

doesn't really try to. .

2.3

These students seem neither_enthusiastic nor secure Athe class.
They do not seem respedtful of the teacher in general. They Will ahat
while she talks 'or when-t4ey.are supposed to study. But they do not ,

make fun of her as they did of.Mr. Cadbury (Ann does not sing in.
this clasg') and they do not Voice any re istance to her. They seem

intimidated in the face of her power to rade and anxious it the face
of her inability. to, eke clear the pater al which they are- expected
to master.- Where other teachers whose competence in substance or .in
the means of control was weak chose.to -strike up a joking relation-
ship with their students,,Mrs. Shamus emphasizes her formal power.
At Dale she can strengthen her lean personal resources for control
with the punitive acts s of .the "Office" and the power of the grade.

Other, Dale teachers' cont is imilarly bolstered by these sources,
but it_is less obvious when t ey are better able to exert control

Taependently.
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The majority,of teachers cobserv,ed at FlAmore presidedlover

clagseswhich resembled those at. Dale in general form, .They.4rere .

.

clearly directed by,the teacher,and stayed close to a text, work-
.

sheet, written homel0Prk assignment or _ether bcdy of information cfr- ...

7- ..
questions and answers. They proceede'cliin a-tiusiqesslike fashion ..6

e ', with reasollablecourtesyon the part or'both teacher andstudents.
However, the stUdenti in these classes were nonedeless noticeably'
%more restless than those at Dale.and the-teachers.responded with
a greaterlleXibility and a moredrelaxed style in the conddct of
the class. They allowed more quiet whispering, placing of heads on
deskss'or tossing of papers in the wastebasket. They also spent?
Jmore time asking studets to desist froMthese,activities when
they distracted other class members. And they perhaps also spent
more time digressing from the letilit in intersting'little asides-
w'ant to generate interest, good ,and a gettse of rapport.

Ir

is

ti

. ... . ,.,

But the' minority'of teachers who did not get the general
cooperation of their students was far more visible at FillmOre.
On almost' any hallduring ,a 'class peribd, there would be loud

' noise emanating from at least one classroom. One of the teachers -.
I followed for a day and another I dbserved twice while following
students conducted these noisy classes. Within the-clAsroom
there was a chrbnic tate of hostile opposition between the teacherS,

4;
,and small groups' of hilkiren .in each class. 'The rest of the class
might or, might not 'ciin in passive cooperation with the rebels

.Angry,condemnations flowed freely in both directions.
"

It is siglAificant iWat the examples given abOve of Fi more
students' angry. defiance of splool and teacherg, came from
classroomg bf these two teachers. (A third teacher respon ible for
the "reading" class of the slow student,I followed, asked me not
tt observe, telling me that the class engaced:in unspeakab;y bad.'
behavior and_became worse with an observer. She told me this-in'
the corridor in full hearing of several students lingering there.) -

The following excerpts from field notes.exemplify the tone -Of
clagsroom conflict. In the singing class in'Which the-tall-boy
left' his hat on, Mi's's Met,zger opened the class by:

calling them to order in a drill major\voice,, It

.
also had anger in it. She' set an immediately oppos-
itional tone. The boys responded with much noise and
body language The girls seemedcwithdrawn.I'I notioed
bon among tite,clowning boys. [Don is a small black
boy who is-cooperative and answers caRably in. several

'1 classes with other teachers.]
The boys seemed sporadic in their willingness to

sing. At one of the,peine where they stopped while
Miss M.; gave directions the boys made noise again.
Miss M. picked up her classbook in a warning -way,..

. then put it on the piano. Then sheStoppedAramatically,
picked up the book and marred in it.. Several of the
boys leaned forward to gee `what she wrote'. One Rrotested,'
"I didn't do nothing!". Sfie did not reply. She marked

lp
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in 'thek book again'later.". . .
4,--

'
The-whole was typified at one point when they had

'just started'singing and some children I could not see
must-have beer: talking. She broke into the 'sweet sounds
of "The Candyman" with a belloweT ..."Shut up!". .

.

. . . Two sentences omitted from my earlier account of the two girls
'who moved their,seats against.mrs. Carr"s blear command indicate
that, though the interaction may be indirect and nonverbal it takes.

two to mak9,a .confrontation: %
4

. .

Melanie. asks if she can move. Mrs. Carr says no.' .

`Melanie says "Ttis hot over here." Mrs. Carr 'says,. "Idon't
care." She yawns a* s 's say it.. She is grading papera at
an empty -desk near th pen indows. velanie turns: her

'^worksheet then says qu etly, "All, it,'s going to happen." . . .

Of) Il

(Omittedisentences underlined) :'

In another class I noted:

.Mrs. Carr told Tim to do somethings le started and
&then stopped. She repeated her request with mock, exag-
gerated courtesy. The effect of this was tosuggest-

. that. courtesy was really out' of place. If aaked for it,.
she would make'a joke of it. ti

In still another .class with Mrs. Carr,)the first nineteen
minutes were taken up'. with setting up- a nine minute film- -

even though she h4 run the film 'for other classes that day. The
class was given no work, 4o do .while ;she got the flip -ready. During
this time she conferred-with a student needing assignments for a
long absence, successfully moved-seVeral children f.or talking to'
their neighbors, and. shouted at the ,class in general for quiet.

She had copfrontatibn with a boy who was talking with another'
over whether .he would inove 'hi,st"8eat when aske41..in which she'
filially told him to -"move or get out". She backed.avwn when his
partner quietly moved instead. When yet another boy was talking
she told,him to come to the back 01'c...01011%00m. where she'was working.'

with the.projectOr. When' he objected 'she shouted, "Back here,
sir!" in a barking tone. Another teacher at Fillmore made con- dip

scious use of "sir" in addressing tine boys as a means o4 bolsterindr
their., and maintaining good mOrale. He mestioned this to Mr,
and pobably to Mrs. Carr hi) used lt'on one 61-.,two other
occasions .-similar to,the on just mentitned.-

A. I

-Clear* these teacher lacked the patience, empathy:, and
plipbably th competence in he subject.matter which supported. more
successful teachersp, Fil ore,/ They also lacked the support from
the hool at large upon which eachers at Dale were able to draw.
The no in,classrooms was au ble to students as well as staff.
Students- new that some teache s ere in chrodlostonflict with their

classesv-and they knew that ind* dual teachers ,they might dislike.
were in a-state of moderate war th other students.. The.principals,
confronted with'a zubh more Unruly student body, were not as.strict

I. .7.
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ip treating minor offenses as those at Dale. Further, they be
lieved that teachers ought to handle minor offenses themselves.
In contrast to the priAcipils at Dale, ;they believed that it-was
teachers' responsibility to handle all but exceptional discipline

-,problems. Teacherd therefore could not subdne.their classes with
the threat of a visit to'the principal,

Students quickly learned thid. And whether the principals were
in factlenient in.punishment or not, they learned to return from
the office with an.insouciant air. One of Miss Metzger's classes,
which"she.had told me was very difficult, started with her leaving
for-the vice4rincipal whb removed Douglas, a white boy who was
noisy in several classes I saw. The class was quietly resentful,
but not rebellials, until:Douglas's return halfway through the .

per'iod. He gave Miss Metzger a paps over which she made a,littIe
face. Then:,

Same one says Something like, "Yo4 mubt have gotten it." He
says, 'dope," and'sits down with his foot up on the
writing arm of his chair and his body slouched in a way
intended to express nonchalan) command of the situation.

' The teacher was called brief1? from, the room, and the class
refused to sing for'an aide who replaced her', though they had asked
to sing earlier. When Miss Metzger returned they baited her for
the rest of the period.

t

CLASSROOM cOriTqa.
ti

We may ask what distinguished the "good" teacher in Avon from
the Toor".teacher. Sinde this study was not designed,t0-address the
difficult problem of, measuring differences in students' learning with

.different teachers, the good and poor tdachers must be chosen on
criteria of-students' attentivenesst.tIte absence of acrimony, and
the presence of an'apparent transfer V informatioh, improvement of .0

- skills, or stimulation of typught.'
.

The'.teachers.whose classes demonstrated high levels of student
1,- attention and of apparent stimulation of'learning had` three sets of
. ''charadteristics in common. They'firmlyimposed a clear structure on

the activity of the class. They gave an impression .of both confi
clence and competenCe in handling the substance of their'subject.
And they treated students politely and respectfully, even when they
chided or corrected-them. Despite differences in personal style
and variations in the degree,of each of these practices, in Avon
teachers tended /0 display all three patterns'or their opposite.
Those teachers wRo were positive in all three.found their classes at

`' least passively acquiescent most of the tame. Their occapionan
disorderly conduct was More often restless than rehellioul or Hostile,
and these te\chers usually had jo' trouble in containing it.

Those tepchers who laCked all' three positive acaraateristics
would face the kind" of ckantinuous resistance_ evident in s classes
at Fillmore. -Dale: teachers whoCidsDorly 'Were more liketo must".
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at least one positive characteristic. Thus Mrs. Shamus did fairly
well at imposing a Clear structure on the activity of her classes,
despite her shajcy confidence'and competence in the-subject and her
condescending manner toward students'. Mr. Cadbury treated his
class with good humor most of the time despite his'l-ax pace of

activ and apprent'lack of dep in the subject.

Now, to may that teach- success with students depended
upon these three chardcteri tics is to do qo more than to confirm
the.conventiona.1 wisdoth of training in education. This is the

t, case in part because both staff and students in Avon defiam0 the

educational task in conventional terms. The teacher's job was to
nke"the class through reading, repetition, and examination o1 a
textual body of material and the class's task was to cooperate.
In such a situation both teacher and.class have little difficulty
in knowing when a teacher or a studeht is not behaving according to
expectations. As lohg assrboth de follow expectations they may not
-embrace one another with enthusiasm' and the students may or may not .

learn,, but they will not experience-the anger and conflict that
comes from violation df normativit expectations.

However, if one looks at the patterns of classes in Avon with
`those of Canton for perspective one learns a little more. First,
one immediately notes the absence of yarded goal among both teaches
and students. In Canton,, some teachers argued it was their respon
sibility to generalize educational goals from the incorporation of a
specific.body 'of knowledge -to' the acquisition of more generalized
skills. Further,,they argued that,where students did not actively,
embrace educational goals, as many in both districtis,did not, it
was their responsibility4o seek ways to lure t,4611P'into a more-active t

'Pk
- 'part in the educationalTIterprise. They sought--to tailor the.

currict4um to make it more spontaneously interesting, 'and,they bar.

gained with any exttinsic reward tifey could legitimately generate.
Perhap's most important, they saw teaching unwilling students asa
distinctive task. .The first step was that of inciting the student's
,active cooperation in the learning activity. The leArning could only
cope as a second-step.

Teachers in Avori lacked Any context or justleication for such

an analysis of their teaching problems or such 'd strategy of, procedure.
Teaching was telwhing, np matter who-the students,.

. Some teachers in Avon were astute enough observei-s and empathetic
drbugh as human beings to be articulately aware that'm y of the,
Children were_notlearning up to their mental potentia and were
uneasy in the, school situation." Bat they had no inte ectual context

or social support nil- moving beyond this recognition to'a systematic
policy for analyzing and coping. with. these students' special problems,
or needs. They were simply a little kinder and a little more patient
than" others in followieg the- prescribed curriculum. .

The variety'of ed&ational goals-and expectations among both
teachers and students in Canton created acomplex set of combinations.
Analysis a these- Combinations-made evident some underlying dimensions

4 0,
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or the teacher-student relationship which are less6vident .

simpler contrasts of `Avon: The.vai-iety ofleducational expectations
and tillpressures.of-students and, community undercut most of the t
spurc of control available to teachers other.than authority.

The teachers of Canton either learned to understand and wield
Authority in a'maytheir students were willing to accept 'or fated

endemic conflict. In Avon ether forms of control were less eroded,

and teachers *eve thus' able to bolster their .authority with'other

resources. They needed.only not flagrantly to violate students'

expectations.

In Canton it was evident that whether,or, not students could
articulate their intuitions explicitly, they,judged the validity
of a-teacher'se claim 10 authority.by whether or not the teacher
seemed genuinely.to be acting in the service of educational.goals
which justified his position ofsuperordination. If a teach4's
classroom command seemed, in the student's judgment not to serve
legitimate educational goals, he would find it ilI4gitimate and
would be likely to ,express that feeling in some way In class.

0# There Fens three commmreasons teachers' commands seemed

. illegitimat' to students. One was that the activity ordered did
r, not seem relevAiat to educational ends. Studgnts were aware of-the

.variety of educational goals envisipned by teachers, and so' long

as a teacher. was consistent in serving one set they did not consider
his exercise of authority illegitimate, although they, might grumble

about it.. They likewise considered reskectful decorum and reasonable

quiet in which to work legitimate goals, though they might. not

spontaneously grant:them. But"if a command seemed to. the students

to be irrelevaft to ara educational goal, they would consider it

illegitimate.

'or Tnrther, though the teacher might set up reasonable goals, 'if

he seemed to the students to be reiSeatedly incompetent in seeking
them, them.woud begin to refuse his-tAmmands as legitimate authority.
Finally, i he set up reasonable goals, and sought them competently,
but exerted his authority in a manner which defined, the students as
unable to fulfill their student 'mle in .a manner worthy of respect,

or; if he gave 'additional orders which asked 'for simple personal
obedience unrelated to legitimate classroom goals, they would rebel%

+8,

# -In-other ds, the students would refuse to accept the commands .

of a teacher w did not consistentlyjnake them in subh a way that

the relationship_,o4:command and obedience could be seen to exist for
the furthering ofTducation and the reasonable decorum which facil-
itates its pursuit in the classroom. Irreleva.gt orders, incompetent
orders, and a manner implying they ,can riot learn-all transform the
rdlationship frpm one of authority into one.of simple,personal-'

dominance. A significant number of students in each class would

resist such a relationship.4
, 4 4

If .we look once-More at the characteristics separating saccess-,

tell from unsuccessful tq&dhers in the classrooms of Avon, we find

them very $imilar.to.the ones separating teachers who wielded
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acceptable or 'unacceptable authority in Canton. he compe nct
.,-

of theApacher and his respect Tor the student re'im orta t in
,

cl,

411\1'
both contexts. (Both of these qualities establis the eaCher',
gqnuine pursuit of educational ends.) In Canton no a teachers
who were seeking educational goals ran,a firmly-structtred claSsroom,
as it, was defined in Avow.. 'BO in more indirect ,ways all did set
out ends to be sought and acceptable procedures for seeking thelt,
even though these might all& for movement, and conversation, among .

students during the class hour"or for the pursuit of informati9n -,

,and_skill6 through- non-trAditional projects and materials. . riC-

Avon with its greater consensus on educational goals andomeans'both'.
among teachers and between teachers and students, to be,legiy.mately
pursuing education wp to be-running a firmly.structured, teacher-
.cent6red classroom. Thus, in Avon .too, the teachers with, whom
students were uncooperative were those who were'in_some_way=violating
the legitimacy of their relationship of authority with students:

-Although any feachet whose students will not acceptithe
legitimacy of his claims to authority--in the sense of his giving ; . -04"r

commands that further educational ends--wil.l , have difficulty with -"'''

IL
, 4
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control, authority -byitself is seldbm'a suffidient basis for
control of a classroom. If we review other important forms of
control, it becomes evident thpt the iMportanceot authority was so
clearly.visible.in Canton because-teachers had few resources for , !'

othen forts of control:' lin Avon these, were .far more, available ,,f

Of course one i ortant'form of control is personal infl hce.f

It has long been pa of the folk wisdom that attractive young,
teachers of either sex, those with a:gift fohumor, thode withe i
that elusive quality or personal' magnetism now often referred to as
chaHama,5 and those with the skills of listenlng sympatheticail)
and talking4persuasiVeIY will havt an easier time than others it
controlling their'classes.These qualitieStend to vay with the

individual rather than the social setting:
.1

--A second form of control,' more institutional in_cAaracterof,
might be called arrangement of the situation. ThisOorm of
control does not require personat'coMmunicationconfrontatiDn,
but rather consists in one persdnus'.41611' o control the physical

or social context'in,which'adotheemus act. Ilhe Ultimate form of
this is probably ,the -assembly line which dictates thevorkers
motions sand speed in great detail' without any direct contact between

controller and controlled..7 In schools- there is no,neceAary
technology which determines t4e form of activity. 'The iranytiew forms
of learning eitch have received publid attention in the la's fifteen

yeats suggest a s te,of search in educqion atlarge and aipotential
freedom-for teache (or students) to chase from a Wide'ra ge.of
ptions in structure g school or classroom activity. -At th same

time, entrenched traditional for Hof instruction persist W th a

kind of social and psychic inevItO.Ality inmany settings, of which
Avon is.one.---Tor both teachers and students; it is an unquestioned .

fact or life that entses consist of one teacher and students engaging.

in a small assortment of.activities including listening, reading,
discussion (more often recitation in practice), and the answering of-
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IDiral or written questions. -StUdents accept these activities as
the'ihetritable requiremehts'of li iii classrooms, and it does not /
occur to, them to resist efforts 'to' impose, them.

N
14

WIthin'the 'context Of the e4ectect.activities,of the classroom,
even when these aiie given ,in sqme detp.41 each teacher dbes need.to
'wcirk oft routines for weekly and daQ:Y ittivities. di' he works out
.a schedule .of acti4fitieV for each week) students will come to see
this also as inevitable and' will /lot argue fpr spending,more time
on a given activity when it'is time to change.**- If the teacher works
out smooth rbutines for chores such'as taking roll and kassing back
papers, he will avoid the idle timp which breeds distracting. activity.
With. their general,orientatton.toWard .structure.and detailed direction
by the teacher, Avpn'teichers generally developed these routines
systematically and ran. them smoothly. The majority of teachers saw
to it that" there was'a task demanding Students' attention throughout
the 'class periocj, Becaue there was so little.variationamong
teachers'id thelpheral manner of running a class; students tended
to accept these tasks and routines as a simple given of schpol
existence. .In'eanton, with teachers' varied strategies and many'
students'-expeatations that they should have apart in defining

. r classroom ends and meansvarrangethent of the situation was a far
N more problematic means.of control.

30

.-o. Centainly,a Common and important source of cantiel is the use
of manyiprms of6cial exchange; Since school. attendance is invol-

.
'.. '1=11=1' leiMi.(gdinr.:1=grel: To.7. =.11.1g"cilnqhelaerllinrwiTtlfia elementary
: grades, affection, and gold stars are Important rewaPd5.8' In-the.

more impersonal,secondarySchools, these lose their importance, but'
. gradeS become increasinglt signifidant. ,

.

ow
, In Carlton tliOsttdentg in the' top classes, secure in thelligh

Nccupationak,position of their parents and in apparently easy access :

tie-the highlyregarded,state-univertity, had little anxiety over
grades. Some earned very erratic ones, becaupe they diA not work ini
'classes where they-disagreed_witn the teachers. They skemed unaffected
,by'..thelow grade.-as a sanction. Students in the low tracks also saw
grades as having Uttle value. Especially with these students,
teacheri were often driven to generating. informaljresources for

L exchanger such a's the non-enforcement of school rules, in return for

opoperation. . .
.-

!il AVon,'on the oth'r hand, students of average and above
average achievement were kedniy,conscious of grades. These formed
a powerful:resource fop control, and some teacher1 reminded students
frequently of-the bearing of their actions on their grades.9.'However,
the _below average'classes in Avon were less anxious for high grades.
They were also less cooperative.10

,
.

Finally, the popular image of "discipline" or even of "control"'
in the school is heavily-tinged with coercion. Th''re are many forms

of coercion:_sarcasm-and shaming detention, assignment of jani-
torial tasks, and paddling are same of the most common available
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to clasgroom teachers. 'However, watchful parents and community
groups, supported -,by numerous court decisions have set limits on
the more explicit forms of coercion. n Canton, upper middle
class p4rents were,jealous of their children's rights and freedoms

-sand thus-limited severely the routines to which'they could be '

subjected, much less the coercive sanctions which .could be-use&

against violatorsvf routines. Parents and community groups
monitored the severity And equality. with whiff' sanctions were used

against black students. The paddle,was outlawed and acenured
teacher dismissed at midyear for physical handling of Ahruly boys
which would have seemed the merest routine ,4,41 some inner City.
schools.11

Ow.

In Avon parents and community groUps.were only beginning'
surveillance of coercive practice. Nonetheless) both administrators
and teachers were keenlly aware of 'their poteatial complaints, and'
this pressure figured. strongly in teachers' conceptions of their,

,available resources tor- control. They 'were also aware that court
decigions on a national level indicated the restrained use of .

coercion. At the same time, the paddle Visas still very much a part
of junior high school lifeNin Avon. It had to be used in the

_,presence of a witness 'and W-gs usually used by administrators. .B t
it, was used- frequently. (Administrators at both schools estimate
that it rarely rested for a whole week. .It was sometimes used
several times in a day, then perhaps not again for4several days.)

All of these forms_ofpower, used in the same school by the
same persons, will have a different effect on different kinds of
students. Not surprisingly,-as a whole they succeed least well

,
with stUdents.of both low socioeconomic background and low

.achievement.' These students see themselves as gaihing nothing
`very useful from school'. Since they are unable or unwilling to
progress very far or fast with the work, school and each class
become a form of unproductive captivity. Even though they may grant

the legitimacy of he teacher's exercise of authority, they do not
'necessarily obey(his commands, For they.donot shage'the educa
tiona'l goals which justify those,- commands.' .(However, they will b,

far more unruly if ths.teacher does not-make the effort -to teach

them, to help them pro ess, for th4t is an insult. They are keenly
aware that they shoul want to learn and should actually learn.)

Similarly, even 1 ea teacher's conduct of the class hour is
consonant with tge- ine itable character"of a school,:it.may sfill

be something to resist. Grades have little value as exchange for
students' whose work is predominantly poor. ;I

31

ft is with these students then that teachers have serious.
problems of control. Personal influence is often of use only to
moderate the resistance of persons so aliented.from the dominant
enterprise. Coercive resources are slim an dwindling. Even in
Avon where resources for control were high compared to dpanton, it

. was constantly problematic at Fillmore, theschool where such students
were present in large numbers. t

4 In discussing classroom interaction, I have *.de several refer
..ences to .he. impact of the character' of the schools as whole8: Let
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us turn now to ,411"invt\stiga'tion of the n%'OVerall atmosphe;4:
as contexts,for students and teachers andeSpecially to the
.exercise of.control In the school at'large:

r,

p

THE CONTEXT OF CONTROL IN THEE SOHOOLS AT LARGE , ..

. . .

, 1

The bhar
r4

cter of Dale-and of'Fillmore as whole schools
r ' was.determined in large pa by Vle nature ofithe students

and adults who entered each stiool. The reputation, location,
and plant of.the schools also played a part.

. - It is important that Dale had a mixed stud4ht population.
It drew from an elementary.gchoOltin the most depressed black

. Section of the city, and most of its blacks came frod.this,
the poorest, black area. ,It drew from a new interracial

.

public housing project whith was 'rapidly g ining a bad name.
And it drefk i m a depressed section on the city outskirtsre

, with a reputation as the-most dilapidated point of first entry
for migrants from rural'Api5alachla. There were thus both
black and white students who came from straitened economic.

I.

circumstances and rundown physical surroundings with the social
. .disorginization usually associated with those conditions', .

But there were also large numbers of children from the comfort
able_professional,and executive families of Pleasant Glade.
And there were' quite a few from settled white working clas6
families as went

. , . .

. .

At Fillmore', though the black area was a step up from
Dale's black area, there was a.high proprotion'of white
students from cir9umstances worse thaji the blacks. And even
the children at the top of Fillmore,s'social hierarchy, came
from families_of only modest. means and occupational'dccomplish.

ment.
. ,

It was the mixture of students at ,both schools, which seemed
.most important. At Dale the tone was set by students from
:pecure families, well versed in the' ways of school, with expecta

. tions that' it would-help)them thei'r.way. Other'students
were'present in addition. They did not determine the style of,
general student behavior, anti they did not play as large a part
in the teachers' images of students.. The school was organized
for those students who, could easily cope with its curriculuM,.
as the middle and secure working class students could. Students
who could not were at the periphery rather than the center

' of attention. .4

t Fillmore, on the 'other hand, the students who could
not o would not cope straightorwardly with the curriculum
were .the visible students. .The5Cset the tone -for' student
behavior. The students who wanted to and did apply themselves-
succesSfully to the curriculum were quieter and less assured
of their. place in the school.. The teachers were most aware'of
the resistant students, whom they experienced as a majori$7*,.
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though they probably werenbt so numerically.
very small number of students.to keep a whole
The diligent and capable students were at =-the
teachers' attentions.

e.

It takes only a
class in turmoil.
periphery of

,
.0

,

It was also important for life in the chool at large at
Fillmore that the,blacks came from home situations which-
often gave more economic and edu;ational advantages fhan,those
of many of,the whites. Tie white students 'resented the
blacks' advantages. .In the semi southern atmosphere of Avon,
and with tie larg6 number of migrants from rural Kentucky and

whites Were especially likely to resent suchd
vantageS and the attitudes which went, with them'. Tensions
among the 'students -were therefore high. Small conflicts
between individuals across racial lines could kindle smoldering
resentments in Larger groups. .

The location and plant of the two schools differe& in
ways that reenforced the effects p-f the differences in the
student bodies. Both-buildings e two story structures ot.
red brick, b41.t.it the typical fortress style of the early
part of the oehtury. But} Dale's buiiding was embellished with
some Gothic decoration. And it sat /n the -heart of Pleasant
Glade at the top of a rise Which looked down to a large wooded
park, across a square block of playingfididt, and toward
comfortable single'family houses. FillmordAlso stood on
rising ground, though not quite at the top of the rise. But
it was surroundfd with desolate vacant lots, rundown houses,
and a partially commercial street of warehouses and small
scattered stores. The grass of laWn and playing fields

+. straggled While Dale's was lush. ,The black top directly next
to the' school which contained basketball hoops but was USQ4
for faculty parking was n littered with glass. Both
students and teachers w re bound to exberience different.feel.
ings upon approaching the two sottools each mofning.

Inside -elle buildings were less strikingly different but
still siknificantly so. Both were painted in light pleasant
Colors and both had clatsrooms with plenty of daylight:-
HoWever,, Dale had been built piecemeal, some of it fairly
recently'. The-,post'important result of its growth patterA
and age mere its acoustical properties. The school had four
wings, some Of which contained niches or small wings of their
own. As a consequence most of the halls were relatively short.
The newer ones had low ceilings and were made of materials
which absorb sound. Thust even though Dale was amuchllarger
school than Fillmore; its halls were so .constructed as to'
minimize the noise which occurs between clagtes when a whole
student body moves from room to room. At Fillmore the ceil
iiige...were 1iigh,.and the walls made of plaster which reflected
every,decible.of sound in echoing crescendo. Since a high
.level of sound encourages people tp raise their voices to be
heard, the effect was' cumulative.
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The behwior ofIthe students 'in the two schools at- large
varied notitably. At Dale,, the halls were-generally,quiet:,
At the end of a homeroom period when the business was one
one could see students ,talking. and moving about through the
glass- windows of _some classroom .doa.s and one might hear
the muffled sounds while going down the.hall, but generally
the halls were hushed. At Fillmore, the conversation at D

this time was lould and pervasive. It echoed into the halls.
And in the spring it flowed out the open,windows in which-
twd4or three students were likely to be congregated in each
classroom commenting oilithe,scene below.

As students. moved between classes, the halls at Dale
were full of people and conversation in normal tone's. The. '

sound of this "passing" was not audible as one, approached
the outsidedoort. At FillmOre, the halls echoed and the
sound was clearly audible outside% Further,-at Dale students
generally proceeded briskly on their way thougE occasional
groups might pause and daily. At Fill.morethere Were large
knots and traffic-6w especially in one place where the
stairs and a mailiafirst floor hall met. This was_also right by
the-door to the secretary's and principals' offices - -to the
dismay af some teachers.

As adults described events, fights mire a regular occur-
rence,at Fillmore; and they frequently took` place in the

At Dale, though they happened, they seemed_a lqss .
cotmon and less routine event. Further, thete,Was some
evidence that students gaited until they were outside the school.
to haye souse of their fights. I have alreadydescrfbed the
more co t and less hostile tone of classrbom behavior at
Dale'then Fillmore.

The measures of-order and disbrder I have.given e are
reciset and.necessarily somewhat subjective. They are
t some objectivity biy-:the,possibility of cpmparison between

t two schools (and implicity with the schools of Canton).
But adults and students in a school shape.their behavior --
according'to their Subjective assessments of the degree. of --
order, rather than according to.the actual amount which might
be measured by systematic tallies-. For many purposes percep-
tions of orderliness-which may vary-Within and between cate-
gories of participants are more'important determinants of
action than are'actual amounts

Thus, .
I was truly-struck by the Oiet prevailing in

Dale's halls. In contrast not. only to'Fillmare but to the
sehoolp of-Canton and to others I had visited more briefly,
the students seemed remarkably decorous and the resulting .

environment (affected also by the architecture) to be peace-
ful. Butbne of the adults who wasllost relaxed about the .need
for decorom was very surprised when Imentinned this impression.
'To her, wit limited experience in sohools, they were boisteous,
The, principal, was dismayed by the level ,of hall order 'and
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nsiderable energy urging the fadulty.to firmer super-

SUbjective impressions, are even more important in ,shaping
ddtinitions'of the over0.1 character of schools.. Fillmore had
a bad reputation in the community at large.. One of the-
counselors who visited Arents of incoming seventh graders
during the summer reported that those withput older children
were apprehensive about sending their 'childeen to the school.
Some. were considering moving before the fall, and a, few did so.
.Those with older children were more resigned and more attuned
to the practical question of strategies for coping'. Fillmore's
bal image*also affected the feelings of students. Some adults
held'that somefof'the visible students felt bound to live up to
the reputation and were actually spurred by it to rebellion and

to conflict with - peers., /

,

Dale had a reputation as a diverse school, drawing as-'it
did from the highest and lowest status elementary scbsols.of
the city. One of the counselord was struck in talkiffrwitt
sixth graders -gt the feeder schools that those from thel'iffluent
districts asked,about electives and extracurricular activities
and other pleasant extras, while those-from the pOorei districts
asked about the prevalence of 'fights and 'the best %valid to cope .

-among a<student body they.pictured with some trepidation.

7With this mixture-af students it,.was,possiblC for one
gr toA-Offillnatelh-fOrthaI"and'iftfeiMal activities and in

seating stone of the school. The higher status children--
assisted by the adultsdid so. It is significant that much
of the fighting among the Other students occurred outside school
walls and often off school grounds.

The different characters of the schools had significant
effect on rie attitudes, emotions, and behavior' of teachers.
The teachers at Fillmore were acutely aware that they were
teaching at the secondary school which was considered the' bottoni

of the barrel. It-was difficult bo recruit new tekchers for

Fillmore. Most came from outside the district. Apd teachers
believed t'hat it was difficult for them to transfer out of

Fillmore as well. There was a formal process of application
for transfer which .had then to be approved by both-sending and
reieiving principals, TeachO's said that Fillmore teachers
wefe often not succegsful and that they also besitated to apply
lest they alienate their sending principal with whom they would

most likely remain. . o

The Suspicion thus hung in the air, never explicitly
articulated, that the teachers assigned to Fillmore were per-
c4ived by the district to be the least caplble and the least
valuable,' Many teachers felt trapped.in an unsatisfactory
situation from which there was no viable-escape except to move1

.to another district or out of teaching.
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In this context,many of the teachers were defensive
%about-the school, as Well as about their own talents. Some-
of them were.at pains to tell me.oDopportunities they had,had
to go elsewhere which they had turned down for various reasons.
Some were concerned lest, the study of the school further darken
its name in.the city: Others responded to the OtAdy in the
opposite ,way wih relief to.have.4 sympathetic outside,obsever
of their trials and listener to their tribulations. But
almost all seemed to find tohat the character of the. school
and the students posed, a tppeat to their oWn personal and
professional selfrespect.

v
At Dale, on the other ha, teachers defihed themselves

and their work in terms of better students. Schedules.
were generally arranged so that all teachers worked with
students throughout the academic and social range of th4 school.
Thus _all could be -peachers of cooperative 'students who gener
ally - learned the material, though they also taught some classes
of less cooperative and successful students. Despite the
presence of some unruly students, the hallS. and classrooms
Were not generally stressful contexts, at least compared to

and the daily emotional wear and tear upon the'
teachers was consequently, less-than at Fillmore, Both the
community and teachers would describe Dale as a school which
had difficulties, but Fillmore'as a difficult school.

One exceptional' case sheds light on the _sources of the
teachers' moods.at the two schools. A teacher at Dale who' -
had beentill was given a special Schedule of the fiVe highest

0/classes in his subject, while the other teacher received the
lowest five. 'In the event, the, teacher was too ill to return
and the two teachers who inherited ,the unusual schedules
decided it would be fairest to trade classes at, midyear; I

followed tWteacher receiving e 16w groups in the spring
for a day in the study. He was one of the most conscientious
and sensitive of Dale's teachers. An experisinced tea6her who
had been at'Dale several years, he displayed Oove average
. competencer patience, kindliness and sense 'of humor in his
classes. He Also displayed frustration and anger.*

di
, .

More than most Avon teachers he spoke of tilting to 'engage.
the children's interest in.the subject. And'mord th. most
he seemed to have a ready human empathy with them. When I
Tirst asked over lunch to see One of his classes while I
followed a student in poorly achieving dames, he expressed
some dismay. He explained to a colleague that "it's embarrass
ing" to have some, one see that class.

In facing the students in these classes hound himself
without adequate tools. He expressed an unwillingness to have
them merely copy or fill in.blanks as'the teacher for the
first Semester had done, and as they were content to do.
.He took a day a week to work on.reading with them, though

. :4"this was not part of his curriculum. But he had not found
any very effective way to get them to progress. In the
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interview he expressed much frustration and discouragement over
the task.

.;, 'Now this teacher had taught students like this before in

his years at Dale. _But when he. worked solely with them, it
clearly undercut his morale In several ways. He felt frus=

.tra4d at the lack of progress 'he was able' to make. He felt a

embarrassed at,both this lack of progress and the (relativelt)
unstudiods behavior of the students. He felt wearied and worn
,fi-om the effort of trying,swery period to prob. students to
effort and accomplishment, despite the' obstacles" of lack-of'-
interest, attention and skill.

This teacher felt far more frustrated than he had befordl
and than others around him, in working a single semester
solely with.such students. One can ask if-several years of"
such work with little hope for c4ange would not be far,more
corros''ve. The hostility toward, studentS of soft of the-
Fillmore teachers becomes more. lInderstaridable in thisligh

This teacher's sensitivity and gen uine concern to make -.

progress with all the students resembled those of an identi-'
fiable group df teadhers'in Canton who were generally
espeCially concerned about the lower class students in the
lowest tracks. But these teachers had higher morale than the'
Dale teacher, and that morale, seemed to be fttached to threb
supports which he lacked. First, they taught high as well as
low_achieving classes. Second, they were part of a school.
system which as making'a conscious effort to set an educational
example h,schools integrated by both race and `class and `to

with spec 1 efforts to reach all children who achieved' .

poorly. _other words, these teachers had:support from the
P district and the, community in.focusing their efforts upon

these students and in,groping as they tried to find.effective
methods. Third, these teachers had an ideology about the

;1.

most effective ways to, reach such students. The ideblogy was
.

shred with some other teachers in the school. It also
rNiuired for its full realization certain con4tions in the
school as a whold which.were not present in 'alb Canton schools.

. These teachers were making their efforts in supportive company
and they were working under conditions such that failure, or at

least of startling success, could be easily attribute] to
other ources than themselves.

The teacher at Dale and the Fillmore teachers as a group
- lacked these supports as they dealt, with poorly achieving
students. In Avon, the community, and the schools did not *
recognize-different-categories of students. All were officially
alike and failure an individual matter. 'Teachers had no
ideological support, except that lent by various ideas in
popular culture.

When chiUnen failed'or engaged in classroom hijinks,,the
question of the sources of their poor achievement and behaviors

t
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could not be answered with a common and comforting social treed.
There were only a,few,possible answers available, for4these
teachers and none was very 11A,p.ful in giving strength'for their

task. The firsI and doubtless !ost disturbing hypothesis was
that the.. children learned and' behaved badly because. of deficien-'
cies in the teacher. A second was that they learned, and
behaved badly because ofdeficiencies of ability or will in
themselves.' A third was that they did so.because of deficien-
pies in the conduct of the school, 'or the school,vstem, as a
whole. 1

This question must .arise in the minds 8f all teachers
whose students do not learn well and behave, within manageable
liaats. The less teachers have a developed ideOlogy to explain
these failures, the more the first and most disturbing answer
is likely' to haunt them. InAuch a situation theanxiety
caused is likely to be turned outward iu,anger at either the 0

students or the administration or both. Those wh6 do not turn.
it (Award, but decide the. fault is ir,themselves are rikaly. 11"-

to leave the school or the profession.

The teachers at Fillmore were very anxious and Very angry:. -'

, .The least Competent in subjett matter and least effectivC. in
running .a smooth class were the most anxious and the most angry.
It was easy there to start a vicious circle in which students'
lack of learning and unruly.behavior drew anxiety and 'hostility p
fin teachers which then increased students' hostility.' Or
the teacher might start the ciPtle: Once launphed its origin
became obscure. Even those' teachers who, coped. reasonably well,
in their own classrooms felt` frustrated by their tituation.°0
This feeling' often emanated in anger at the adllinivration;
which with its responsibAlity for the tone at the schoo7,,was
seen as the party guilty for the lack of general seemliness -

and diligence. - ir

The Fillmore faculty almo t unilbrsally descri t it
relations with one another as t ght-and,mutually suppo e.

Thc, socialized off the job.as Well as-er school, and they
cpoperated'and cheered one anot er. However, the do inant.
theme of this mutual support 'w the strengthening of defenses
against the threats of the situation4 Th the faculty lodnge
much'timel was spent discAsing Athet,:ions and character-
istics- of students ifwderpgatory,way's .Cdnversations accusing,
the school or district administration of failure to be firm ,
enough in controlling the children were'held more discreetly,
but to judge from statements in intervieNOthey were held fairly
frequently. It seemed ,to this observer and to some informants
that the most active pavticipants in discussions ln 'the lounge
were likely to be teachers who had more difficulty with students.
.than most. Those who had less diTficultyand pre:sympathy--
with students were,likely to be quiet. '

Tbus.ir isepossible to see the greater noise, activity,
and hostility toward adults and one another among the Fillmore

4
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students as partly &portion of A vicious circle of an:: a

accusftion between students and teachers as both el ooked in
a cycle- failure And rejection by each other add, surrou
ing community. .

.

But let us turn now to the way that COntrol was actually
-

exercised,, over the students in the school as a whol,e. The
faculty-doemost of the vk here, but the principals as
sources of policy,.,ptonoun ementsi Ad punishment also played.
a key role.

THE PRACTICE OF CONTROL IN THE SCHOOLS AT LARGE

Sc are-organiz,ations with more potential for re
sistance\ m .their members ,end fewerresources to elicit
cooperation from them.than almost'any othert; with the excep -

tTon of prisons and public mental hospitals: Although the,
School is suppose to be rendering the student.a needed service,
he is present in, untarily, He must attend schobl, usually
a particularscho , until he reaches 1 certain age. rther,
if he can not reject thesi.Ificiol, the dih.ol can not,reject him
except in thb most difficult cases and then after great effort.,.
Thus the school has-to deal with anThvpluntary and unselected

Further, it has-few rewards to OiTer thiS clientele.iil .14
return for their cooperation. For some ehe work offered.in
classroops will be' in,trinsicalliiinierdoiing, as will what
ever'extracurrieular:acticrities.are.avanablej For a piImewhat

. larger group,- the schocV, is an acceptOd agent which trains
them in skills tNey, e4fe.ct to needwhether they enjoy them ot'
not. It also agenc:y.,which can offer them gnAdes and
positionS4in the-extrdcurriculudwhich will help them.to main=

vtain or attain high social status as the progress through the
edleational and occupational syttemS..001gr some, largely from
the iaNronpsi-ik offers opportUnities-for.pleasure
tififatio in assooiation with adult-mode4.putside 'family and
immediat neighborhood. -° But for many studeffts, these rewards
seem either"uhattain'able or4uni ant. .some students get
poor grades, do not attain vilsinCositions ip.the.exira ,
ourricuIp.m, Rio not eocpec't to maintain respectable §-tatusor .to
incredte:thei.stAtus through accomplishment in school, and
do notfind teachers persons nth 'whom they can identify or
whose company is' rewarding. These students do not perceive' the

to .be offering.themnuch oftwol. It therefore has
little o give, them as exchangefor'their,cooperation if non
caoperat Orris rewardingas it'04en is. . )

etz..

. Schools also haVe fesi coercive mechariiipm6 with whech to,
control student' to raise'thaApsts of nor cooperation-
the pains not w rth the pleasunas. fn addition ,t9 the sanctions
available to .t oilers, disciplinary officers can put' a note in ,

the.perManent, ilex suspend, ox in exceptional circumstances

r.
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expel. a student% While most of theSe actions are unpleasant
to students, as they become familiar they become less painful.
The 'cost mak be ,worth the Benefits. It is precisely- those
students who do not expect st., gain from school who are least
likely to be deterred by ste^such as suspension and a note,
in the permanent file. Those who can- not.be controlled 'jith
exchange are leapt' constrained' by coercion.

Consequently., schools can not control gleir students by
a direct and administration or rewaffis and-punishments. .`

The most effeCtiVe .methods require hiding from students, the
actual'weakness of a school's resources -for control., and creat-

in.ing in theg..__JR-rMs ,the belief that actually can ,respond
wa . :This is a common Practice. in social life, espec-

jelly, importarkt in the maintenance of public etiquette.- Hut

lYtac liZed'young persOns who are likely .to test it.
it requi careful At4.ention Inythbuilding when appl!ed to
only ha

The study of Canton. sugge gted that the re are-two forms of
this'prastite which are:distinct, though they: may overlap.
The first relies ;Ippon, the sack o erienoe and ,sophistication
of Yourig people to cf07eate a regl n si ool procedures which
raakeis Ahem seem inevitable ltaws, Student 4

perceive them akgiven, like, .c tom `Ms driving on the riliht
side of the -road. 'This, pattern, Works easily only when the
,studerits accept school as ,an appropriate ,part of life .contanuz-
ous with the general- style of behavior they haVe gle'arned at
home-. Alitf -thoo,1 is a place which bestows,,ItRefits, or at' °
lekst must be spassabsly ilavigated ofclefr to avoid losses,
then. it btla:,q,oves =the students to accept its customs without -,-N\
serious conflict. 'Fur"-ther,..and t,h4.g- is important,"many. of, ,.
the physicall...Y.and even sociably feasible wayt of avoiding, and'
res ssang its requirements may ever occ r to them. Adults rt

. (
encourage this innocence wit efforts eep of QrS '1..nfV09.-

fg Lions froin general knowledge: Fv n when dents do thinICOT
violating rules .some ,Way, they may exp t .the school td,

'respond with -.awesome, .though vagliely conce Ved, diltapproval
And ,punishment. . .

*
a

r .

J.
- But where. students'. do not ..expect; Oo -gain much' from 'School,

and whbre it 'liaqtlires them to alter their style of. behavior ,

- sitnificantly in order to par_ ticipate acceptablY41 hig form of .

co ol can not be fully, rea
re 1 eAlitt thflt one, require
powitirStfr the minds of -stvdentd.
do 'hot contemplate doing, but,\. ey may ,exp ct that -the school
willere.sponewilii swift and 'sure puniShme t.;17 A .school 'can: not
actually do -tiv$:.Whetn many 'students viola e. 14.41ep:. The lesser
punishmentsllose their sting an t)is 4ro 'can no`` t be
used, wholesale. But the students need no know, this. -

d monsfration of swift. consisten't ;pu ishm ht of the ;students ,

o. fib. test the .wateri each fall m y 'lead students to think
the school can muster coercive sanctions which still feel
forceful. Both of these 4trategies involve eStablishirm.'a

#__

SY

Ad; A second form of control, '
stablishing- ,a myth ;of coercive ;

Here' there may be little they

.11
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dehmition of the sitUation.:whic
Mii-fratudents accept it, it is
of this social reality is then a

does not quite fit "reality".
al fort them. The construction

ki 'of arrangement of the
situation which controls students', actions without constant

4' direct intervention by adult's.

-'The first of these Patterns'does not.discourige 'students
$ :from identification with the'school or its adults-as long as

both follow acceptable i)atterns. But it does disdourage flexible
practices by teachers or experimentAtion by students. For ex-

..amOle, frequent tield trips, unlimited passes tO the library,
or noisy classroom activities,can set precedents which tuldermine
.thiszform of control, however educationally maluable they may _

be.i° It may alsote at odds with-a yle of instDuction which, r
.encourages studenta to ask fundamental 4uestions about their-
surroundings. Certainly one.definiti n of education, especially
beyond-the elementary gradesistress the development of
skepticisvand independerit thought. Such habits of mind once
enc9uraged, will find their own malarial. Sahool procepres will
qudckly come under students' newly.enlivened scrutiny.14

The second pattern does'discoura e students' identification
imentation of their
ce and generates-a rela-

and studs s. With
ool whichlWants to

titudes so that they

with the schpl, as asiepends on re
activities for the &Re of surveilla
,tionship.ofpopposition between facul
skeptical and resistaht,students, a s
indUce learning-has to change students
do see, the possibility of benefit from their experience. -Ta

' accomplish that- goailb.thertmust be a flexible program for such
students.! Teachersystrartg*es must vary in styled content

4 'Arom class to dlaP's and ptudent to student. Such emod% of
Operation is diametrically opposed to the regimentation land
standardipd,responses which maintain a myth of coercive power.
Schools withpleistant students thus face a difficult choice.

,
Olderteachers from the school which had served the top of

Canton's status ladder claimed -that.it had once had'a pattern
very,like the first ideally described here. Students came to
school with faith in,lits good.will, desired its approval and
feared its displeaOte as they might a pgreWs. They did not
even think of engaging in-"any kut,minor Toms of ,disorderly
behavior. .Some'oldtimeesfrom'the school serving the bottom 6f
the,status ladder rememtpered a tightly run disciplinary system
in ich students moved together through the schOol's routines
d were disciplined,'for slight missteps which remained rare.

Others questioned that the School had operated so successfully
evetr then, maintaining that halls were quiet but classrooms

. often disorderly.

In any ease, by the late "sixties with integrated schools,
such simple patterns of control were no longer a realistic
pbssibilitY. Nonetheless, at the former middld status school
which hid experinced the least discontinuity and had the most
moderate and unified faculty, the principal managed to re-
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establish a pattern resembling that in Which students cpme to
school in'innptentacceptance of its routines. With remarkable
skill in' fabricating social reality through defining ambigous
situations, the principal managed to create for faculty and
students alike a belief that the routines and the g eral
'atyle of the,plhobl-must be .as he would-have-them b Those
who disagreed or resisted would simply-be butting their heads
against necessary social arrangements. He did this despite
significant pressures from community, studentsrand teachers
to have the school run otherwise, and the fact thdt other schools
4, the district were run otherwise. But.stillp.restive though .

tffby,,might be, the raculty and students of the school believed
the character oPthe school .to be essentially immutable,*soMe.
thing to Accept and cope with .whether one liked it or not,
Though order was far from total at the school --it was laxer in
every respect, than at Dale --it was better than at any of the
other Canton junior high schools.

The dif4culties of school order were vividly illAptrated
in Canton at the school with tbo"most discontinuous hidtory,
the 'former high status school. The faculty was divided between
two factions. The oldtimers from theold-,schogl had an approach',
to teaching much.like':that of Avon's teacheng--thpUgh they were
in general somewhat more' ntellectually prepared and enthusiastic
than Avon's average teachers. The'newly hired teachers had
been chosen for-theirdedicatioirto.wolking with econothically
deprived and poorly aphieving studgnts and for their energetic
search for'innovative ways Of-engagingl'eueh,students to commit
ment to the school's task,.'

These two groul3s soocamellinto bitter ideological and
personal conflict.. The iensicon%among the faculty and their,
inconsistent actions pro,ided futile ground for student.die?
order. At the same time 'yoUngea group' had 'marked success
in drawing some of the ,'d tfrom ormally- disaffected
group into academic inte:ziest dedicati n to -spccessful-ly
running the school,-- But their met Ws AinvolvedoPlexibility and
freedom "fer students iqh /eft the schoo ,without effective,
means to cope,with-theisorder of 't ose n t won over, Them
was far more liveliness, pariosity, and responsibility among
the 'students atth.i.8-irachool than the irst and 'far mord,
hosti*ty and ageession.

.Therpressdtes'on'Avon's bchools And the priorities of
their staffs" resulted in efts whiCh 4re,differient in
detail from thciee.in Cantgtt.,But they also 'displayed the
importance to successful control dr proceduresswhich appear.
inevitable, hd°limits of c6ercive poW04, and .the difficulty
orinoreasiin h tudents' positive commitment andcontrol
in a situation a dy fraught, with conflictfurdisorder.

Both Avon sch ols h d new 1Drincipalt and assistant'
principals in the year of the study 4 god) facultiemagreed

ythatope entrance of.a new principar had created a 'different
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atmosphere in the relations of adults and students in t4o

'

At Dell, the pattern which had prevailed in previous
.years hid resembled the model of a school which, succeeds in
'making.its routines seem inevitable to its students. The
dominant'students assumed'that going to schooll'and to schools
structured as Dale was, Was a' necessary and unavoidable part
of life. They might chatter and play if alibwed to,,even
tease and Tile their teaChersvi5ut they considered the teachers'
and the schools:Aeffortsto restrain them perfectly reasonable .
and legitimate.l0 Further,. they were generally aware that the
grades and recommendations td the school affected their future.
Thus'they responded to efforts to restrain them, if these were
applied skillfully. And.they did not often push their teachers
so far asto make, thei really angry.

It is less clear how the school had managed to control.
its lower statusltudents as well as it had.. Certainly the U
unity of:style of Dale's,teachers and the presende of
compliant midcqe class children helped, to give an air'of in-

, evitabilitygtb its procedures.. Also the previousercipal,
Mr.'Adams, who had been in office for ten years, led

:problems.with personal skill. As one teacher said, -"Mr-..Adams
.was. . . relaxed and if there was a problem, there was a way
in which he could step-in,very casually and it disappeased."
Ancther.described:his style thus: "Mr. Adams. .

softly. andscarried a big stick, but he very seldom raised -

his voice and always wore a smile. . ." He apparently handled
-- hall discipline' problems swiftly, individually, and' privaliply.1

He encouraged the teachers to handle'their own discipline
problems .V1 class and not to send students out to the office.
He was relectant to paddle and suspend, especially to paddle.
A male PE teacher who sometimes forgot himself and handled
Students rouglily or used "cuss words" 'reported that Mr. Adam's
told him:always to come and. tell hiM afterward and to call
right away like parents of a child likely to be upset, so that

.
tommunication was established directly between the adults and
,anger forestalled. The teacher, thoughinitially reluctant,
40d' found this policy effective.

_Mr. Adams established the` only open lunch hour in the
city, allowing the students to leaye-campusfor lunch. Some

'teachers commented on the amount of visible social and physical
energy discharged during thistime, and.argued that aftefnoon

\ classes went more smoothly as a'result. There was also an
extensive progrim of-extracurricular'clubs and intramural and
extramural athletics after school. PE teachers were always
also teachers tof academic subjects, and many,regulaeteachers
wer coaches; so that students active in the athletic programs!r,.
ha different context in 4ich to -velate to their doademic.
to ers. ,

4
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The ipld printipal.liad'also supported the efforts of the

". ardup Of teacherY_at Dale who deviated from the usual
Ped#gotical pattetn to teach more open-ended olasses. At .
least one ran .a speoia1,2class designed to allow .the poorly -,

achieving studeiitsrto express their own- perspectives and interCsts
while:the teadhlpe tried to fisnd.pridges between these and the

--:purposes of the school.,
1

All the.faatilty intervieT;;'0 whO haorbeen'in the school
during--Mr. Adams's regime praised his sUpportiveness, though
they picked out different illystfttions of it. Oni spoke of
his willingness to discuss a problem behind closed doors.
Anotheg,remembered his willingness to listen pros and
cony of various extracurricular plans and givead 'et: -A

third spoke of his readiness to take him aside whe he was
"going off to the side or neglecting my work" and give me `al'

reminder man to man or professional to profeSsiona . Thee
persons alsO spoke -of the old.principal's ability o inspire-
them.to. volunteer for extra assignments and activities or to
:take on ones given--even-...when they already carried others.
They said he had the capacity to.inspire students with school
spirit throughdpasemblies as well as his personal encounters.

Mr. Adams also tried to move the teachers beyond the
I

. pattern of'simpleprogrets through'their curricula. He asked ,

them to try die new thing each year, and to report to him at
the end on.what_they hiol tried and how it had worked.- And in

irrc the last two years he had taken the'opportunity offered by
application for junior high.accreditationlnot required by f

state or district--to get the teachers to workodn committees
with one,another and with students to state their goals
.explititly rind examine .the means they were using. One obser r---

commnted that the older teachers, (all the interviewees were
der. forty) did not like either the extra work-or the nature
f the task and the interaction, but they did it and,were .

omewhat affected by it. ..../

0'
.

Undet- Mi. Adams,'then, the school had been run hierai"ch- )

.
-ically with a clear structure' 03 a'set of routines established

: to seem inevitable. Hut' lie had added to this pattern-attempts
-, to stir commitment frog students (schools pirit) and 'to handle ,

infractibns in an unobtrusive' and respectful Way. -He4trd to

/
encourage teachers to work in the same,way, to' add inspiration.
and variety as Spiesto the straightforward currttulum, to
establish relationships with students'outside *the classroom,
'and to discipline in, a personal and low keyed fashion.

''All the adultg interviewed who had been in the school the

year before saw noticeably changes with Mr. Adams's replacement.
by Mr. Travis." This was so 'despite the fact that Mr. Adams was ,,

only on,leave (thodsh it was not clear by June whether he would
return) and Mr. Trafts had declared that he would make no major,
Changed Ohile he was actingin an interim capacity. .

..
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The changes visiblg in the Students, the adults agreed,
were greater tension of a keneraltml-litind and.. greater overt
interracial conflicts They also agreed that teachers' morale
was lower, and that they felt less support, some said they
felt overtly threatened, in their, relationship with the new
principal. (The 'one who commented on the oldest teachers
thought some of them, were relieved at the .cessation of demands
for extra efforts in an uncongenial style.)

but one year of his experience was in rural schools. He said
. in .his interview that he found himself'unadquainted with the
'problems which arise with families on welfare, with black
students, and with childrpn walking to School over city streets'

ID

t actions changed the atmosphere and actions of students
an teachers ?. First, it is important, that though Mr. Travis
had been a principal elsewhere.for more than ten years, all -

full of interes distractions rather than arriving by rural
bus. Ike was moST"shocked" by the problems - of attendance.
lttendance at both scho4s in FebruaryMarch was 91%.

The new assistant principal had experience exclusively
in rural schools and was in hiS first year out of the classroom.
He looked to the principal to define the situation for him.-

Mrs Travis had little sympathy rith the new difficulties
he encountered. He wanted students' activities tb be mare
tightly contained. He made it known he was inclined to end the
policy of open lunch hours. Parents and commercial establish
ments sohetimes complained of students' behavior, and he saw no
benefits worth the cost of dealin h these=complaints. He

4°1w;.412
told the faculty meeting some the tudents must be acting
"like animals" when they leave the s ool. He also-wanted to
move extracurricular activities from,after school to an
activity period within the school day. He proposed to do '-

away with study halls from which students often got passes to
,go through the halls to the library or other places. He
would reduce the number of periods and lengthen them in compenf- '

sation. (There were currently seven forty five minute periods.)
When asked in the facUlty meeting what, was being done abdut,
'chile-laically absent students he mentioned that if ,he had his
way school Would not be compulsory and the staff ),..tould be free

to work with 'Only those students who are willing \o come of
their own accord. .

.

Mr. Travis thus seemed to want to recreate at Dale the
kind of tightly rub, even regimented,' organization he was used°, .

to in his previous rural Setting. With little knowledge of,
the character and experiences of,poor children (or the tensions

0 that arise between such children of different races) he was
-.'unaware that in his effortp to tighten up the conduct of life
at Dale, he was screwing shut carefully designed safety valves
and snapping needed informal lines of communication between
childfen and adults'.

Ot
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In all his statements and actions, its bulletins, faculty
Meetings, and his research interview he stressed the estSb

.

list/tient of order and quiet among the students and the working
,out of smooth logistical and clerical-routines, and he made
little mention of otEeK'goals._ He told me in the research
interview that he could' judge a teacher'Sjcompetence from the

T
,hall by the amount of noise and movement in the classrooM,

° as he saw it day after day.. A legitimate special project
, might leadllto conversation and movement on one day, but if it
ersisted the students were not paying attention to the

teacher (and thus implicitly-to learning). He added that he
had to obser% in the mom to be able ito testify about a '

teacher, but he trusted these observations less since,his
presence affected the situation.

When asked abdUt policies concerning-sending children
out of class td the office, he indicated in his interview that
he encouraged teachers tosend students out to the office for
minor disturbances such as refusing totake a seat the teacher
Asked them to o.persiAting in talking after being asked.to
stop. He argued that thisoallowed the principals to know
when a student was being disruptive with. more than one teacher
as they would not if.the teachers handled it themselves. (Here
he stood in contrast-to disciplinary officers at all the other
schools in both Avon and Canton, who maintained strongly that
teachers could and shoud deal with all but e±treme mis,
behavior.themselves1)

Mr. Travis wielded his big stick with fanfare and flour.
ish rather than.with the quiet teachers described to be Mr
Adams'4 style.. Heosometimes used morning announcements to
remind student* of punishments for misbehavior, for example to
tell them that a student can be Suspended from school for
talking back to a teacher because such behavior is insubor
dination. the was described by adults SS having "a temper".
and thus sometimes loudly taking charge of Miscreants in the
halls before hauling them to his office. T40 formal dispos-- 4

itions of cases, as both he and the assist(ht-principal le
described them, indicate a tighter rein than was used at
Fillmore.or any of the Canton schools. Fighting was almost
always cause)for suspension at least from class. Ten students
had been actually expelled during the year. (At Fillmore
with a student body half,as large but without Dale's large ,

middle class contingent only two were expelled.)
,

Mr. Travis made liberal use Of words like "insubordination"
in dealing with tea hers as well as.with-students.- At the
faculty meeting I,attended he spoke to them collectively in,a
scolding tone not only about matters, in which they had
already been lax but about the possibi that they might.
be. so the future in deciding which students should not
be' promoted to.the next grade. He complained that students
were out in the_. halls with passes from study hall to the

4 library or on other errands. He added, "I rode yqu peopled .
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and for awhile it was'better," but now there are students out
in the hall' all the, time. He spoke equally sharply to'
individuals in the meeting with' whom he had disagreemente.
Several teachers mentioned his erttical tone in faculty
meeting as one of his salient behavIvs, typj.fytng his rela-
tionship with teachers.

,Teachers spoke witT some caution of the differences in
the sChool under the two principals. ,But, using different
examples, those interviewed who bad experience under both
regimes observeA that the students seemed to experience
more tensions and that overt interracial conflict and fighting
had notably increased. With the new principal's close ad--
herence to formal procedures and his inflexible assignment of
.duties, they nbw =volunteered for lest, Most important for the
adults, they felt a, lack of the supporp Mr. Adams had supplied
and a presence of uftanted surveillance. One said directly
t t` the faculty was afraid of Mr. Travis: Another observed
t t the teachers no longer socialized off the job and that
they were no longer so friendly as a whole faculty. When
asked why this might be, this tenured teacher answered that
he had become cautious about his friendly activities lest.
association with some one the principal perdetved as a rebel

In summary, though Dale wa's-always a hierarChical school
following a clearly set curriculum and encouraging its .

students to see its routings as immutable, there ere sig-
nificant shifts in its style or control in the year of the,
study. The new principal turned away from Mr. Adams's
strategy of strengthening the control generated by the taken,
for-granted through encouraging students and teachers to
broadentheir ties to the school and one another. Instead
Mr. Travis increased regulation of movements and procedures

.land increased threats and practice of coercion. In the process
he unknowinercut off informal_processes that had belijd'e
supported cbmitmemt-tom the.schoWand to persons within it' .

among both 'students and faculty. It wa4 too soon to know just
what effect these new policies would have in the long run.

-\, But in the'short run they were increasing rather than decreas-
ing the more.serious forms of tension and disorder among
students. It is possible that a predominantly coercive
approach was not a viable one with this student population.

fr

At Fillmore'accounts Or the .regime Of the, previous
principaa, were much,sketchiersthan at4bale. There seemed, to
be fairly general agreement, however, that-there had _been
significant disorder in the classrooms and halls. Even teachers
who considered themsglves"friend,of the principal allowed
'that in his desireiot to be prejudiced' against the black

',students he had disciplined them less severely than the white
ones,' thus inflaming interracial tensions and displeasing
both races. Some teachers argued also that he 'had delegated'',
decisions t committees,; then failed ,to follow through with
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reports and actions; Procedures also 'were sometimes left'
confused an4 routine not explained or carried through smoothly.

Every one seemed to agree that the students expressed
serious rebellion and hostility in the.previous year.
Students fought with one another, were absent and tardy,
were loud and disorderly in the halls, and were angry and
.uncooperative with their teachers. Conflict among the .

ents had reached the.point *here during one week there
re 'interracial' on the playground during class time

that brought police'and press to the school.

As Mr. Wolfe took over responsibility for the school the
following year, order in the classrooms and corridors was the
topic preoccupying all the adults' attention. He started the
year with an-unusual handicap because it was the-first Year
that adjoining elementary and junior high schools had been
adminiStratively split. Each was to have one principal.
Consequently, he had to handle alone all the tasks of book

_

keeping,. reporting, orienting and overseeing staff which
are not much lighter in.a small school than a large, and still
be the sole administrator responsible for discipline in a
situation of conflict. At' midyear, the district granted the
school.the services of one of the teachers as assistant
principal half time, Vilt then Mr. Wolfe became ill and
underwent surgery. He was out of school for over a month and
then-back only half time for a while himself. The new assis
tant principal was left with full responsibility in the
interim.

In his interview, Mill Wolfe-was frank that this situation
had pft him with timeonly to deal with the most immediate
problems; so'that he Had been unable to observe in classrooms
and either assess or work- with teachers as he-would have
liked to. He had hopes for.aoing'this in the followiyear.

---^{He had, however, taken action to, dismiss two_ of the teachers
who had the most. negative relationships with their classes.
'Both of these teacherst-though experienced, were in their first

year at Fillmore.)

In diecussing the steps he had taken to ease tensions,
Mr. Wolfe put the most emphasis upon his efforts to contact
parenth and solicit theii. Cooperation before problems reached
crisis proportions He hal gone so far as to ask the parents

.of students of different races-leading conflict between groups
'td meet together with him and their children. This practice
had apparently eased the conflict. He also instituted a policy
of sending notes home to parents of all-children in academic,
difficulty before they received failing grades, while their
work and grade could still be improved.

Mr. Wolfe worked out of intuition and in tlie concrete,.
reality of each case. In the research intervieW generalized----

,. questions caught him slightly by surprise, and, when askedr
he said directly that he tended to respond to situations as
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they arose in all their complexity, rather than working
'-out consistent strategies. And indeed much of Mr. Wolfe's
stxength as a,principal lay in his unselfconscious warmth
and respectful treatment of both adults and students.

He was firm but not hostile-bn'occasions when I saw
him spe4 to students for discipline. And in the faculty
meetfng his style was also respectful. On some matters he
announced policy and practice and on others he left the
decision to the discussion and decision of the faculty
(more than Mr. TraVisdid)., His manner was more that of a
chairman given responsibility for action than a superior
issuing commands.-

The teachers' all seemed to like the principal perSonally.
Hut _their estimate of his success and indeed their descrip
tion,of the degree of order,in the school and of the state
of the students' attitudes varied. Those teachers whQ.,were
in chronic conflict with their students saw student order
as dreadful and the, principal as ineffectually afraid to take
unpleasant but effective action against troublemakers. Those'

who controlled their classes and Maintained civility at the

cost of great frustration had the same feelings in less'intense
degree. The minority who seemed to feel some success sdme_

rapport with their classes thought that the principal' ew
policies had made_a significant, though not spectacular,
improvement in students' attitudes. These teachers looked
'for steady improvement as the Students remembering older
regimes were replaced with those who had known only the
respectful firmness Mr. Wolfe accorded, them.

Clearly, these te achers experienced a different daily
reality from ther teachers. They therefore had reason to

`.assess both t e toneof the school and.the policies of those
responsible f it as a whole in different waysfrom other \
teachers. At the same time,' those who, were mdOustrated in

their relations with students may have found r li from self
doubt in bloming their problems in the 'Classroom on the
principal's conduct of the school as a whole.

Certainly, the forgoing pages indicate that the school was
a long w from being a pleasant place for students and faculty
to spe,i their day. Its atmosphere did not'encotrage commit(<
ment arning. Though' there' may have been considerable
improveu- t, there was at the very least much work to be done.

e principal and the majority of teachers disagreed on
haw best to approach that work. The principal, who believed
in hierarchy and in direction from principal to teacher and
teacher to'Student, still wanted to put respectful treatment
of students at the top of the list of strategies. He hoped,
ashe said in his interviewito,Imake students feel happVir and

though the did not say it explicitly, more welcome and appreciated).
He thought these feelings would increase their voluntary



cooperation and improve their academic performance. He expected
to exhaust the possibilities of reasoning and persuasion before,

'turning to coercion. But even such simple human decency as
this,requires a certain flexibility and leniency which are
iniMacal to a-thoroughgoing, effective myth of coercive -control.
The teachers opted for an ellphasis on coercion in the belief
that if the most disruptive children were overwhelmed with
_punishment 'or expelled, the rest would be awed into willing-
-ness to cooperate. And they thought the principal's willing-:
ness to talk with students and to give them second andithird.-
chances hopelessly undermined the possibil4y of such a policy.

4

Several of these teachers said that the problem did not
lie.just with Mr. Wolfe. Judging from the behavior of prior
principals and of superiors in the central' office, they
ar3ued that organized.community groups, officials'fear of
stirring racial conflict, and the generally less coercive tone
of the surrounding society all combined to make it difficult
for a prin'cipal to take what they would consider firm coercive
action. Though it seemed that Mr. Wolfe acted from personal
conviction in.wery large part, such pressures did undoubtedly
exist and have their influence_-on,Fillmore's principals-and
their superiors downtown.

Certainly individuals whowere far more disruptive than
any individuals I could identify at Dale were allowed to
remain at Fillmore. Fewer children had been expelled from

. Fillmore than had from Dale, though the general behavior of
the students collectively-as well as individually was louder-
and more hostile than that at Dale. But the school could not
feasibly have used strong punishments against all the students
who were hostile or rebellious. It had therefore io reserve

-what coercive resources it had for the most serious cases'in
order to maintain their force.

In such a situation, it is essentially necessary to try
to win the students' voluntary cooperation through commitment
o the'enterprise, or at least a trust that the organization

Will treat them fairly and justly-and deserves a similar
response. Such feelings are-not easily created out of such

.conflictful situations as.that at Fillmore. And the'under-
standable anger of teachers who deal several hours a y with'
angry students helps to fire' the cycle of hostility, n to
quench it. -

Mr. Wolfe's kindly' and respectful treatment of students'.
and his attempts to reason with themito gain the cooperation
of their parents, and to make them -feel morel/welcome could
hardly .be called radical.or even child- cent'ed. But such -
an-effort to win students' trust does reqiiire a hesitance to
treat hostility with hostility or rebellion,etth coercion except
as a last resort. Such civility or 'lenience may appear to
angry teachers and to rebellious students as weaknesd.
Teachers become yet pore frustrated and students still in-
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opposition are riot deterred from aggressive acts.
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The schools of Avon as wslI as Canton seem to suggest the
importance for order of students' belief in the inevitability.
of school procedures., Further, an awe of vaguely conceived
punishments restrains more than the direct imposition of the
deterrents available. .The story of these schools also suggests
that once a significant number of students do start to rebel
or behave Atn a disorderly way on a large scale, all will lose
their assUffiption.of the necessity of conformity. Once this
happens, it isjwvery difficult to ,put Humpty-Dumpty together .,
again. Good order can only be restored by establithingtrust
in the school's good raith and usefulness among students who
radically doubt it. But to. will this trust adults must be

- flexible in ways whieh'leave the school with very little defease
against those students who remaiwangry.

CONCLUSION /-;

The character of a school depends in large part on the
natlire of its environment --as that term i5 technically used in

the study of organizations. 'Schools vary wits the- personpel
and the conditions under which they operate. There are so many,
goals set for-public schools and they, are-sovaguely defined
that t ersons with' the most access to a given situation are
able-t terWine'their definition and relative-priority.
Ftrtheri,the means for reaching any given goal are neither well
understood nor standardized. They depend upon the preferences,
intuitions, and working style of the persons responsibre in each
situation,

Perhaps the most important single influence on a school is
its students. Education involves some kind of a"transformation
in those students which requires at they very least their passive
.acceptance. Even instrumental goals such as order depend upon
their behavior, though not necessarily upon their desires. in"
any,technical_task a craftsma# must adjust to his material, or
imperil the quality -of his product. Scboolstaffs by no means
always find successful strategies for working with their material)
but even when they do not; the character of that material shapes
the school's life. _

,
(Because the teachers perform the central work of the organ-

ization (actually in cooperation with students) and because . No,

.they form the vast majority of persons given a formal right to
"-define the situation, they are the next most important group in'
.,determining thecharacter of a school. The prThcipal carries
responsibility for the life of the school as a whole, btt
can only affect it within the limits alloweeby the students

4) and faculty and the policies made 'above him in the district
office. His actions,'whilimportant, are much less determin-
ative than his accountability suggests. -Fi lly, the standards
and expecte4ions of the community will shap formal policies
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announced, followed, and resisted. Among the most important
.policies for the life of ach school will be those determining
the social and racial character of the student sopulation, and
thbse affecting thekind .f person assigned to lat fdculty.

I chose.tostudy the schools. of Avon as Adhoofs, ich
would be fairly typical of- -American publ4c schdo/e, as the
schools of Canton were no.. What I found in Avon did not chance
my-belief- that the schools were representativejof many across
the country. Dale is probably a more common kd of school

. than any of the others I observed.' The middle and working class
white childreh who set its -tone are probably very prdinary.
They-accept the ways of the school and master its curriculum
acceptably withollt,ht-Foming very engaged with' it. The teachers
are similar people grown up. They also accept the ways of the

...conventional school', including its curriculum, and have little
,uge to question kt or adventure beyond its wellkefined border-S.

Fillmore probably also is typical Of many schools that deal .

with an economically marginal Clientele, especially when that.

clientele is ethnically marginal as well. Suchlstudente find
school a frustrating experience withoutthe rewards experienced
by- the 'students of,the mainstream. ,Theirteachers-fincithe
studentp,' response's frugtrating. AR cycle of, mutual recrimiria-,

tioSaff-easily started. An4er leads to aggressive behavior.
Soon the "-staff must 'risk an_appv ranee of Weakness.and an
actual vulnerability to angry students if they try to reach
students.through pedagogical flexibility and humane respect.
But to protect themselves and the majority.of students from
.attack requires a regimentation of students' lives which would'
bebhopirlessly alienating--and probably not possiblgt in -many'
communities. -t

I haVe described .Dale .and Fillmore in conSiderable.deiail
to give the reader a subjective sense of the, complex ways .in
'which studepts'.behavior, teachers' skills and character, and
the princ'ipal's policies blind into a total school atmosphere'

which in turn shapes students!, teachers'il'and administrators'*
behavior. The elements which go to make 'up the'.distincti404°

character of e
tions are,legio
in. some deg
its elements c

k .

ch school' are many and their possible combinA-.-
. The totality of every school willbe unique
d it will change from.year toyear as some of.

nge.

At the same time, schools are-f6rmaf organizations in'

which persons are expected to act in rather narrowly defined.
.ways for the purpose of accomPlAphing specifiable common ends..*
Even though ,much of their-activiTy does not'follew expectations'
or contribute to Official goals, it.is still shaped by them.
It has alsden my purpipse'ta go beyond 1 descriptiOnOf the
two schools to an explanation of their na oe.in terms .of

pressures lel organizational needs.

As the reader leaves Dale' and Fill pore behind, I hale' not
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given him a'.,set iif ,tipgs schools which,ile may fit --to others"
1,n .his experiente. **Rath I hope, he will have slightly more .

0 fascinating, complexit f the -idio-
syncratic

. eapacity to., bee te-idio-
syncratic in every .scho 1 so that he seeks an standing .of

-.: the-social 'forces who variation' and ,interaction go v y far
-...to .shape jit..--"Such 0.n uncterstandint should be helpful, hough

net sufficient, in knowing what ca be changed and how to change
it. 1
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\--- 1The district reading consultAnt'S emphasit search fol-
material of interest the-Students was anAtxo n here.-

0 But;the teachers of reading claSses were not specially seiected. -

or ritned. At least two found the method wholly uncongenial'.. O.

'et

Avon s teacher share characteristics'. common to teachers
in general as they are described in a recent book by

s' He analyzes the character of teaching els an occupati44. shaped
the nature of the career line and bithe Mork setting. He

ds that to
( 4 tradi

of,their styl
Dan C. Lortie4

'of Chicago- Pte'

hers typically exhibit both an acceptance of a
ion4 ourriculum and an individuaristit developte'nt_

for` imparting it' anti for dealing with chi14en. #

ghoalteacher: A Sociological Study (University
197F).

. .

-3Elizabeth Edcly discusses similar,,conflicts as timipal of
the, encounter of rural families and city schools across several'
ethnic backgrounds-. Seedler Walk the White Line (Anchor Books,
1967) . 4

.
w

..__,

4The criteria by which students'would decide the validity'
of a teacher's claims varied somewhat with the kind of student
in,the diverse groups contained iirCanton's schools. Furt
mote; the criteria used by every roup of children were' often

-,
lower tracks who were the.Tget,rale t for to insulting impli-1,
subtle. This ,was especially the se among children 'in the ,

1011

Cation thatthey could not ledrn in any case%

-4,- ,
.

, . .
.

.

.

'This usage has only a distant relationship to Weber's
use of the term torrefer to the personal pewer of ophets of

kra 'whop' new moral order. '
,

.

e _ 6Generally influence is used as an aspect. of control aloni-
with other forms of power. -When it is used alone, as persuasion,
control has no institutionalbasis and becomes a' matter of the
dbminance of one pepon4ityjover another--whether through

Alit'
, lo, , rqgio, seductiveness, or energy. Such control is unstable and

..,:t uses tremendous' personal repourcesv Ann Swidler,describes-in
.. detailthe exercise of control--ant the failure to exercise. it --

41:PC free schools which forma1.1yeschewed institutional' 00
s of power. The course of-Levent.s without the-use of the

usual forms of control tells much about them and about t4
traditional,character of re traditf na schools as 1._ See Ann

S
'1°

widler, "Or nization without, Authority: y of Two.
Alterlittive chools" (unpublished ,Doctoftl dissertation,
pepartment of Sociology, Univefsity of-talifornia'at Berkeley,
1975)'.

.

Alw

.

7Blau and Stott.discuss the use of mechanized processes
as a form of .controrand the degree to which they can sub-

_ stitute for ether fbrms of control used in organizations. See.-

,
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' .Peter *Blau and Richard Scott, Formal Organizations (Chandler
Publishing Co., 1962), 176-183.

Robert Dreeben points out that one of the tasks of the
elementary teachers is tb make grades symbols of important
emotional.val,ue for children. They are firrst indicators of
the teacher'p regard, and then more intrinsically signsjf
the childq.*Orth compared to his agemates. See Robert'
Dreeben, On.Whatis Learned in School (.Idison Wesley, 1968),
35-37.

r

9Etzioni distinguishes moral, utilitarian, and coercive
former-of control. See Amitai Etzioni, A Comparative
Alitalysis of Complek Organizations (Free Press, 1961)e, Thrs)
distinction can be a useful one in analyzing.schools. The
foegoing suggests that moral'control is m st impgrt4nt with
students intrinsically nteres in the acquisition of

'knowledge (or a cultural style Utilitarian control--using
grades 47-the prodise of sel
and'ele

onto attractive activities
e classes as well a to educational' and career

_ opportlinities beyond school--may be most important forvthe
aspiring middle and working class. With children who feel no

.
interest in the school's offerings and expect to gain- no
advantagethrdugh compliance, the school will most easily fall

/back on coercive 'ontrol. (Though as I.will discuss at
length below, this form of control, is fradght with problems.)

PStinchcombe documents higher/rates of "rebellious"
behavior among students who did not expect conformity in
school to' be of any use to them in the adult world. -These .

students wee poor ackliever6 from white collar backgrounds
as well as students expecting tompontinue in the'low status

, of ,their patients. See Arppur Stinshcombe, Rebellion in a
High School (Quadrangle Rooks, 1964).

'11POr two .vvy different participants' descripion of
sudh,praGtices fA Boston and 'Brooklyn, see Jonathan Kozol,
Death ate an Ear' A e (Bantam Books, 1968) an Bob Moth-et

ie come to our Years, of Teaching and Le ing in Bedford,
Stuyvesant G.P. Putnam's aons, 1974).

12xis perhaps a mark of the degree to which Avon Te'achers
ac:ceat. the circumstances in which they work, and do' not seek
to alter them or to invent, alternative ways of- dealing with
them, Oat the only spontaneous reference I heard made to,

',plans to build a nel building for Fillmore over the summer
was that by a shop 'teacher who. complained that the present
equipment which he considered' inadequate was to be reinstalled
`in the new building. Even though At was the close of school,
I came across no/discussion of ways to encourage student
enthusiasm or facilitate adjustment as they entered a new
school plant. And in talking about the future of the school,
none of the teadhet's,or administrAtorspreferred to the impact
of moving to a new, schjobl. (The school was to be, on the .same

r:_
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lot in a different posiition., Thel current school would be .

demolished and replaced with playing fields.) Plans for the
new school were traditional in large part. -

13Inever baw'a fight at either school, though one took
place in the` hall while; was in, another part ori te build
ingat Fillmore., ,

140ne intrigding indihator of teachers' differgnt feelings
about theniselves at the two schools: as their dress., At
Dale teacHersidressed.in clothes and might expect in any
reasonably formal office. But atFillmore, many teachers' dress=
waigIval-to the point of beimdowdy. There-were, however,
a h ul.of teachers-:-among thoselltrying hardest to keep up
morale--wlio,dressed not only formally but with a certain flare.

15Bidwell discusses in detail tht ways that the invorlintary
and unselectedclientele of the school makes the relationship
of teachers and students differ!fi-jom\,the thode) of client and
professional whichit in some ways resembles i He especially
emphasizes the difficultp*ofestabliShing-the trust which 4
the expected basis of client conformity to professional /

directives--and indeed of/most compliance with authority in
situations where subordinates care about the ends being
sought. See 'CharlesE. Bidwell, "Students and Schools:
Some Observations,on Client Trust in Client.Serving Organiza
tions, " in.William.R. Rosengren and Mark Lefton, eds.
,Organizatioias and Clients (Charles E. Merrill, 1970);; 37-69.

16Gracey described in detait the pressures from.the need
for order and from students' aneparents' concern with _grades
and'competitive accomplishment'.which discouraged echers

shin a suburban' elementary schoOl who tried to.qn-g. students',
independent. curiosity. SeeHarry L. Gracef, Ctr lum or
Craftsmanship: Elementary School Teachers in a,B eaucratic
System(Uni.Ersity of Chicago Press,. 1972).

17Spady argues on this
jk

basis That the schoQi's goal of
-instruction 4 inherently, ,in,tension with its need to control
large numbers of energetic younOpeople through4routinized,
procedures. See William G. Spady, "Authority and,Empathy in

Classroqm," in D. W. O'Shea, ed. Sociology of the School
and Salhooling: Proceedings of the Second Annual Conference
of the Socidlogy of Education Associatidn (Washington, D.C.:
national Institute of Education, 1974), g7-125.

.
18When students' social class is higher than teachers'

.
and their'parenta as we or better educated, they may feel
they have. grounds for s ior judgment to eachers. This was
a common occurrence in Cantoh with its;highly educated profess
ional'families. The vice principal at Dale said that those
few'children from high status Pleasant Glade who did rebel at
school procedures were self teously persistent, and often
supported by their_parents. ker found in the early fifties

V
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that qhicago public school teachers preferred to teach in
lower middleielass neighborhoods over not only poor ones but
.upper middle class ones tits well. They, found the children
"spoiled" in the-higher status neighborhoods. See Howard
Becker, Wocial,Class Variations in the' TeAher-PupilRela-
tionship, "Journal of Educational Sociology (April 1952),

451-465, Bidwell's general proposition that clients' pophis-
tdcationds inversely related to their.t 't in professionals
is consistent- with these obse1Vations. S Bidwell, ok.'cit.

19Spady argues that the isolation of studentOwho challenge
the school's accustomed procedures is essential-to the preven-.-

. tion of collective unrest. See William G. Spady, "The
Authority SystQm of 'the School and Student Unrest: A Theoret-
ical Exploration," in C. W. Gordon, ed. 1974 Xearbookvon
Education (National Society for, the tudy of Education, 1974),
36-77. ,-
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